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New and 
Approved!

� New Dual Flag Technology 
provides added protection 
against the risks of electrocution.

� Valiance+ range available 
in Active and Passive versions 
across the range (see range 
profile for details).

� High EMC Immunity dramatically 
reduces nuisance tripping.

� Conforms to BS7288:2016 
BS1363-2, and meets latest 
IET Wiring Regulations.

� Continues to protect with Lost 
Neutral /pulsating DC earth fault.

� Full 3 Year Product Guarantee.
� Designed, Tested and 

Certified in the U.K.

NEW
DUAL FLAG 

TECHNOLOGY!

Timeguard’s new Valiance+ RCD Range is the first RCD Wiring 
Accessory range in the U.K. certified to the New BS7288:2016.
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a real sense of achievement 
and pride at every level of our 
business. 
“The fact that this follows 
another high-profile award win 
(Electrical Industry Awards, in 
the category of Lighting Project 
of the Year) is fantastic, and 
builds upon our LIA [Lighting 
Industry Association] winning 
national Quality Assurance 
award in 2017. 
“Alongside our sales 
performance, we believe that 
our Lux award is also testament 
to the fact we have remained 
true to our manufacturing roots, 
with the entire R&D, factory 
and commercial operations 
making us one of the larger 
European based professional 
lighting companies. With 
a workforce of almost 300 
employees, we have the 
experience and expertise, yet 
are flexible and agile enough 
to respond to the needs of our 
partners and customers.”
www.tamlite.co.uk

Tamlite Lighting won the much 
sought-after ‘Manufacturer 
of the Year’ award at LuxLive 
awarded to “the lighting 
manufacturer which has shown 
exceptional performance and 
innovation in 2018”. 
Sponsored by Lux Review, 
the Award judges recognised 
Tamlite’s impressive 
achievements over the last 
year. 
Tamlite Lighting’s Managing 
Director, John Allden, 
commented, “We are all 
absolutely delighted to have 
received this accolade 
from the Lux Awards judges. 
They have recognised the 
exceptional commitment to 
excellence and innovation that 
exists throughout our business.
“We have always firmly 
believed that Tamlite Lighting 
is a true leader in the lighting 
manufacturing arena and 
to know that our peers and 
those we respect share this 
view is tremendous. It will spark 

Scolmore has just announced a series 
of promotions and new areas of 
responsibilities at director level, as well as 
the creation of a new role on the board.  
Following more than two years as sales and 
commercial director of group company, 
ESP, Neil Baldwin has been promoted to 
Managing Director. Jo Jinks becomes the 
company’s first Group HR Director, and 
Martyn Walley has been promoted to 
Group Technical Director.
In addition to his role as Group Operations 
Director, Scolmore, Steve Taylor becomes 
the Managing Director of Sangamo while 
Group Marketing Director Marie Parry 
will now also assume responsibility for 
overseeing customer service.
There have been three promotions within 
the sales team.  Tim Piggott assumes the 
role of Sales Director (Dubai), Kevin Beech 
takes up the position of Sales Director for 
Scolmore and Mike Jackson is the Sales 
Director for Unicrimp. Group commercial 
director, Ian Hunter, continues to have 
responsibility for the overall strategic 
development while Chris Massey is 
promoted to Purchasing Director at ESP. 
www.scolmore.com

Tamlite Lighting is Manufacturer 
of the Year

Top-level investment 
at Scolmore to support 
continued growth 

Martyn Walley, Scolmore Group Technical Director; Jo Jinks, 
Scolmore Group HR Director; and Neil Baldwin, ESP Managing 
Director.
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construction materials such as 
wooden buildings.”
With much debate during the Q&A 
section of the event, it is expected 
that the rules will undergo several 
revisions before final publication. 
The proposed National Wiring 
Rules have been developed 

through the National 
Standards Authority 
of Ireland, by industry 
experts who sit on 
the NSAI’s Electro 
Technical Committee 
(ETC TC2) ‘Electrical 
Installations’. The 
National Wiring Rules 
are essential for 
electricians, inspectors 
and regulators as they 
specify the electrical 
installation safety 

requirements for all premises in 
Ireland.
The consultation process has 
now been completed, with an 
announcement of the next stage of 
the process due later this year. 
To read the draft I.S.10101 Standard 
visit the NSAI website at 
wwww.NSAInep.ie

People from across the Irish 
electrical industry has taken part 
in a series of events recently to 

hear about the proposed National 
Wiring Rules.
Events held in Dublin, Galway and 
Cork have sparked a lot of interest 
across the electrical trade. In fact, 
such was the interest from the sector 
in Dublin that the venue had to be 
changed to DIT Aungier Street to 
accommodate the bigger than 
expected audience. Speakers at the 
event included Stewart Hickey, NSAI 
and John Clare, RECI. Each speaker 
gave an overview of the I.S. 10101 
development process and provided 
an introduction as to what’s new in 
the rules. 
There are over 4,000 registered 
electrical contractors in Ireland 
and each one was urged at the 
events to have their say on the 
proposed new rules, which are 
essential for electricians, inspectors 
and regulators as they specify 
the electrical installation safety 
requirements for all premises in 
Ireland.
The rules have been updated to 
reflect best practice and changes to 

International standards and, seeing 
as it has been 10 years since the last 
set of rules were published in Ireland, 
it’s high time they were revised, 
commented Stewart Hickey. 
The draft revisions improve 
safeguards and bring industry 
requirements in line with technical 
developments and 
best practice in 
Europe. He added 
that the revisions, 
if adopted, will 
significantly improve 
safety for both 
electrical installers 
and home-owners. 
“Some of the key 
changes proposed 
in the new rules 
are that Residual 
Current Devices 
(RCDs) will now be required to 
be installed on lighting circuits 
in domestic premises and Arc 
Fault Detection Devices (AFDDs) 
will now be recommended for 
circuits installed in locations with 
particular risk, such as; in premises 
with sleeping accommodation; 
or buildings made of combustible 

ELECTRICIANS GATHER TO HEAR OVERVIEW OF NEW WIRING RULES… 

National Wiring Rules events 
look to the future

“The draft 
revisions improve 
safeguards and 

bring industry 
requirements in 

line with technical 
developments 

and best practice 
in Europe.”
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the reassurance of compliance with 
latest safety standards. Both end-
user safety and long-term reliability 
are improved.
Of course, reliability has never been 
an issue with Timeguard, which has 
been manufacturing RCD wiring 
accessories for over 20 years. 
Installers know they can trust them, 
and you’ll spot them in homes, 
offices, airports, hospitals, schools 
and public buildings. It takes 
confidence in your products to 
offer a minimum of 3 years product 
guarantee across your whole 

product range!
Timeguard’s history of firsts in RCD 
protection includes pioneering 
single-gang RCD switched sockets, 
a mark of the engineering skills 
and investment it puts into new 
products. Its range includes: single- 
or dual-gang models with metal 
or plastic casings, and active or 
passive switching. There are also IP 
protected Weathersafe versions for 
outdoor use. Now, the Valiancet+ 
RCD range puts the icing on the 
cake with compliance to the 
latest BS7288:2016 regulations 

It’s now two years since the latest 
standards for RCD protection were 
published and, while there has 

been the usual period of grace to 
run down stocks of older devices, 
surely it’s time to ensure your 
customers get the full benefits of 
the latest thinking on their safety?
That’s where the new Timeguard 
Valiance+ range of RCD-protected 
switched sockets and spurs 
comes in. This trusted supplier has 
undertaken a complete redesign, 
adding the latest generation of 
componentry throughout as well as 

TIMEGUARD’S VALIANCE+ RANGE OF RCD-PROTECTED 
SWITCHED SOCKETS AND SPURS KEEP YOU COMPLIANT…

Is your RCD protection 
up to standard? 

RCD PROTECTION
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– OFF when the RCD is tripped. 
However, ‘under the bonnet’, 
other changes add up to greater 
reassurance for users. They mostly 
relate to EMC resilience, with more 
stringent testing to ensure products 
can withstand years of use and 
electrical or physical abuse and RF 
interference. 
While it is still legal to sell and 
install devices certified to the 
older standard, one could ask 
who would want to compromise 
on safety regulations when newer 
complaint devices are on the 
market? 

THE RANGE
The new and stylish Timeguard 
Valiance+ range offers a complete 
range of 1 gang and 2 gang RCD 
switched sockets in both active 
and passive versions, so you 
can decide whether the power 
is automatically restored to the 
device when the power is restored, 
(essential for freezers etc), or if it 
remains isolated until manually 
reset (essential for power tools, etc. 
with exposed moving parts).
There are white plastic and rugged 
metal clad variants in both 1 gang 
and 2 gang and a choice of 3 
styles of RCD switched fuse spurs.  

WHY BOTHER? 
These life-saving devices provide 
added protection against the risks 
of electrocution. If, for instance, 
someone cuts through the cable 
when mowing the lawn or touches 
a faulty appliance indoors, RCDs 
are designed to disconnect quickly 
enough to mitigate the harm caused 
by such shocks.  
A Miniature Circuit Breaker (MCB) 
at the consumer board is designed 
to protect an electrical circuit from 
damage caused by overload or 
short circuit. Installers have increasing 
knowledge and ideas on where the 
extra protection provided by RCD 
sockets and RCD spurs should be 
installed, although, of course, any 
socket that might conceivably supply 
power for outdoor use should have 
built-in RCD protection.
Just make sure the RCD sockets you 
stock are meeting the latest safety 
standards as well as looking good. 
Once again, the answer is Timeguard 
branded quality.

T: 0044 (0)20 8452 1112
www.timeguard.com

for dual-flag (red AND green) 
notification of switching status. 
They also look good enough for 
any customer’s premises and, as 
usual, the Timeguard illustrated box 
packaging carries all the images 
and key information you need to 
choose the right model. 

THE STANDARD 
Valiance+ is fully compliant with 
the BS 7288:2016 specification for 
residual current devices with or 
without overcurrent protection for 
socket outlets for household and 
similar uses. This latest standard 
was published in November 
2016, revising and updating BS 
7288:1990.
The main visible sign of 
compliance with the standard 
is that there is now a dual-
flag indication system to 
show whether the power 
is live RED – ON, or GREEN 

RCD PROTECTION

Who would want to 
compromise on safety 
regulations when newer 
complaint devices are 
on the market?
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As an approved and audited 
third party assembler for 
Weidmüller, AP Haslam’s 

Workshop EX service combines 
application expertise and years 
of industry know-how to offer you 
tailored EX solutions.
AP Haslam’s workshop recently 
installed a Rittal Perforex BC1007 
machine to enable production work 
(drilling, milling, cut outs, threaded 
and clearance entries) to be 
completed with increased speed 
and accuracy by fully utilising its 
CNC-precision capabilities.
According to Mark Tyson, AP 
Haslam’s Workshop Manager, 
“Our workshop will build enclosure 
assemblies that are able to withstand 
immense pressures in the field in 
order to reliably protect your sensitive 
electronic and control components 
from external influences.
“Whether it is stainless steel, 
aluminium or plastic, our universal 
enclosures offer your assemblies 

excellent protection in industrial 
or explosive risk zones. With the 
relevant degrees of protection, 
these robust enclosures can be 
accessorised to suit all your various 
field applications.”
The AP Haslam workshop is now 
able to offer individual or multiple 
assembled products, quickly, and 
with a quality-focused production 
and product availability. As a 
result, all enclosures are available, 
anywhere you need it in Ireland, 
within a short space of time. 

AP HASLAM NOW 
OFFERS A FULL RANGE 
OF EX ENCLOSURES AND 
ACCESSORIES FOR ALL 
HAZARDOUS AREAS…

Built for 
YOU 

ENCLOSURES

“Our workshop will build enclosure assemblies that are 
able to withstand immense pressures in the field.”

A wide range of Ex boxes can be customised 
for your particular installation.
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BEACONS AND SOUNDERS
AP Haslam provides the Moflash EX 
range of beacons and sounders 
that carry ATEX: II 2G EXd 
IIC T4 – T6 (Incorporating 
IIA, IIB and IIC) Zone 1, 2, 
21 and 22 approvals for 
use in potentially explosive 
atmospheres, hazardous areas 
and very harsh environmental conditions. Customers 
can choose between two material options - GRP (Glass 
Reinforced Plastic) or stainless steel.
The beacon offers a choice of either a Xenon or LED 
output. The sounders, however, incorporate a three-stage 
alarm option with 63 tones to choose from. They also have 
the ability to be fitted with a telephone initiation function.
AP Haslam can also provide the Moflash Intrinsically Safe 
(IS) range of beacons and sounders which carry ATEX 
Class I (Mining) & Class II (Above Ground) certification 
(incorporating IIC and IIIC) Zones 0, 1, 2, 20, 21 and 22.
AP Haslam represents Moflash in the Republic of Ireland.

EX LIGHTS
Whether it’s questions about 
zones, UV emissions, or Lumens, AP 
Haslam has the people to talk to.
This is a complex area where 
safety and standards are the law. 
It’s not just about product, but 
the right one, both in terms 
of suitability and cost. AP 
Haslam’s experienced lighting 
designers will work closely with you and your site 
plans to determine your individual requirements, 
providing a survey report with 3D diagrams to 
demonstrate what your final lighting installation 
will look like. With AP Haslam’s range of exclusive 
suppliers, including Raytec, Technor and Abtech, 
the company is in a position to provide you with 
the most suitable lighting solutions advice for 
hazardous areas.

ENCLOSURES

AP Haslam Limited, 14 Sunshine Industrial Estate, Crumlin Road, Dublin 12
T: 00353 (1) 453 2522 
E: sales@aphaslam.ie

More solutions from AP Haslam

 THE KLIPPON® K
This extensive aluminium enclosure 
range features 19 different sizes 
in two surface finishes (powder-
coated and natural). AP Haslam 
can assemble and supply these 
enclosures fitted with all necessary terminals 
and cable glands to your specification.

 THE KLIPPON® POK
Made from a high quality glass 
fibre reinforced polyester, 
these enclosures are ideal for 
environments where corrosion 
and impact resistance – and a 
high IP protection class – are required. Available in 17 
sizes, there are two standard finishes - grey and black.

 THE KLIPPON® TB
Featuring excellent 
performance under the 
most difficult environmental 
conditions, these enclosures 
comply with the stricter 
requirements of potentially 
explosive atmospheres found in the process or power 
generation industries. An electro-polished surface 
adds further protection against dirt and moisture 
and is best suited to areas such as power generation 
including oil, gas and petro-chemical industries. A 
‘multi-hinged’ version of this enclosure is also available 
– the Klippon® TB MH.

 THE KLIPPON® STB 
The Small Terminal Box (STB) is 
suited for the energy, process or 
transportation industries and is ideal 
where space is limited.

BUILT FOR YOU BY AP HASLAM, THE RANGE OF FULLY 
CERTIFIED ATPEX AND IECEX COMPLIANT BOXES INCLUDE:

ATEX and IECEx compliant boxes
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SATURN LED’S PROJECT DIVISION DELIVERED THE 
PERFECT ENERGY EFFICIENT SOLUTION FOR CAR 
SHOWROOM, TJ HAMILTON VOLKSWAGEN…

SATURN LED - LIGHTING UPGRADE PROJECT

Saturn LED, 153 Brackaville Road, Coalisland, Co. Tyrone, BT71 4NL. T: 0044 (0)28 8788 0063 - E: sales@saturnled.eu
www.saturnled.eu 

TJ HAMILTON VOLKSWAGEN - REPLACEMENT OF TRADITIONAL PL DOWNLIGHTS

The Lighting Experience

Brief: Enhance the lighting requirements of the TJ Hamilton 
Volkswagen dealership to improve the customer experience and 
match the company’s high standards.

How: Saturn LED’s dedicated Project Division provided a complete 
specification and value engineered solution. Known as the Lighting 
Experience, the service from Saturn LED focuses on premium 
luminaires.

What: Saturn put forward the Emerald UGR downlights as the 
perfect solution. Emerald UGR downlights are ideal replacements 
for traditional PL downlights, so were a clear choice for TJ Hamilton 
Volkswagen. The unique design gives the Emerald a low UGR 
rating for use in commercial applications, such as this Volkswagen 
dealership.

Contact: If you’re struggling to meet your budget on a new 
build or refurbishment lighting project, then contact the Saturn LED 
Project Division on 0044 (0)28 8788 0063 or e-mail sales@saturnled.eu 
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The Irish construction industry is struggling to 
plan for Brexit and resultant delays in housing 
and infrastructure delivery over the next 
decade a survey carried out by PWC for the 
Construction Industry has found.
The Construction Industry Federation and PwC 
Brexit Survey of the member base of Ireland’s 
construction industry on the state of readiness 
and the likely impacts of Brexit, found that the 
majority of companies believe Brexit will have 
a negative impact on their businesses.  The 
survey found that more review of contracts and 
greater engagement with suppliers and sub-
contractors is needed as any Brexit scenario is 
likely to result in increased costs or delays.    
72% of respondents stated that they had 
not undertaken any form of Brexit impact 
assessment or ‘Day 1’ preparation plan. This 
will likely prove costly for a sector that relies 
heavily on advanced planning, preparing and 
designing even before activity begins.
Speaking about the survey findings, Tom Parlon, 
Director General, CIF, said, “This survey provides 
evidence that construction companies, like 
other sectors, are struggling to plan for Brexit.  
Many companies were already struggling with 
increasing input and labour costs with minimal 
cost recovery and Brexit, if no plans are in 
place, will add to the costs.
“Delays in the delivery of materials also 
have the potential to lead to penalties and 
additional costs that contractors and their 
sub-contractors could struggle to address.  
With housebuilding so tenuous outside the 
Greater Dublin Area, even minimal Brexit-driven 
increases could be the difference between 
securing development finance or otherwise.”
The survey also highlight concerns over 
the likely cost of raw materials, the cost of 
customs compliance, issues with supply chains, 
regulations and labour skills.

A West Cork island which 
was a global leader in clean 
energy over 30 years ago has 
been selected for a European 
Commission-backed energy 
transition initiative to make 
offshore communities more 
self-reliant. 
Cape Clear, already planning 
to introduce electric buses 
this summer, was one of 
26 locations earmarked as 
torchbearers in the clean 
energy process. 
Mairtín Ó Méalóid, Manager 
of Comharchumann 

Chléire Teoranta, said the 
Commission’s initiative was 
aimed at kick-starting an 
energy transition process to 
support islands in becoming 
more self-reliable, prosperous 
and sustainable. 
Currently, Cape Clear has 
a Local Link rural transport 
scheme and, through it, 
the NTA is hoping as a pilot 
scheme to introduce two 
electric buses which are 
scheduled to come into 
operation in the summer 
ahead.

Brexit concerns cause 
delays, cost increases 
and skill shortages

West Cork island earmarked for 
clean energy strategy

UrbanVolt has devised an 
online calculator to allow firms 
calculate energy savings. The 
calculator enables customers 
to generate an accurate 
quote for the cost of an LED 
lighting upgrade in minutes. 
It also provides details of the 
savings and the reduction 
in CO2 emissions they will 
achieve if they do the install.
UrbanVolt upgrades 
commercial buildings to LED 
lighting for no upfront capital 
cost, enabling companies 
to save up to 75% on their 
lighting energy costs while 
also reducing their carbon 

emissions. Potential clients 
can now assess their needs 
and costs using the new 
calculator, rather than waiting 
for a quote. 
Chief Executive, Kevin 
Maughan, said, “We’ve put 
a huge amount of work into 
developing the algorithms 
behind the calculator so 
that potential clients can 
instantly quantify the benefits 
of working with us. One of 
the added benefits of the 
calculator is that the light 
levels it bases its analysis on 
are recommended industry 
standards.” 

Speedy online estimate of 
potential LED light savings
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education and skills development 
to improve their knowledge and 
their standing. We are happy to 
support them on their journey.” 
said Mick Tuff, Chairman of the Skills 
Development Fund. 
To find out about JIB membership or 
how you can benefit from the 
Skills Development Fund, contact 
01322 661605.

More than £100,000 in 
training grants has been 
awarded by the JIB 

Skills Development Fund since it 
launched, helping JIB member 
employees and JIB-registered 
apprentices to further their career 
development. 
The Fund provides financial 
assistance to those looking to gain 
additional industry qualifications. 
In recent years, the charity has 
also expanded its work to help the 
unemployed find a way back into 
job market by providing financial 
assistance to upskill.
To date the most popular courses 
have been HNCs, ONCs and 
Degrees in area such as Electrical 
and Electronic Engineering, or 
Building Services. Following a recent 
increase in the amount of funding 

available per grant, from 
50% to up to 75% of the 
course fee, the potential 
support ranges from £750 
for Level 3 qualifications 
to £1250 for Degrees. 
To be eligible for funding, 
applicants must be 
directly employed by a 
JIB member company, 
an apprentice registered 
with the JIB or a 
registered unemployed operative 
who holds a valid ECS card. 
The Skills Development Fund also 
offers a Scholarship Grant of £3000 
to an individual studying a higher 
level qualification in the electrical 
industry. 
 “It is great to see so many people in 
our industry willing to put themselves 
through some quite rigorous further 

JIB MEMBER COMPANIES BENEFIT FROM TRAINING GRANTS…

£100,000 awarded through JIB Skills Fund



Core Distribution require a Technical Sales Executive to join our 
Distribution Sales Team. This external role is to provide the highest 
level of support to our customer base nationwide but predominantly 
in the Leinster region for range of products and systems that Core 
supply.

THE ROLE

•	 To	advise	and	support	Electrical	Contractors	and	Electrical		
 Wholesale Customers on the correct products and best   
 solutions to be used in specific electrical installations.

•	 Where	required,	to	be	able	to	prepare	quotations	based		 	
 on the interpretation of information given within the tendering  
 process. Offering market leading solutions which show the  
 USPs of the our product range.

•	 Working	closely	with	the	manufacturer	to	maintain	an	up-to-	
	 date	knowledge	of	market	trends	and	pricing	structures,			
 as well as liaising and supporting both the internal   
 Distribution Sales Team and also the Core Solutions Project  
 Sales Team.

CRITERIA

•		 To	have	the	knowledge	and	ability	to	interpret	technical		 	
 drawings and specification information and convert this   
 information into project solutions.

•	 To	have	sales	experience	working	within	the	Irish	electrical		
	 market,	dealing	with	Consultant	Engineers,	Electrical		 	
 Contractors and Electrical Wholesalers.

•	 Excellent	communication	skills,	professional	email		 	
 communication ability and a good telephone manner.   
	 Strong	customer	service	skills,	a	confident,	approachable,		
 enthusiastic outgoing personality is a must.

•	 The	ability	to	work	with	Microsoft,	Sage	and	CRM		 	
 Applications. AutoCAD and design experience would   
 be useful but not essential.

•	 Technical	qualification	and/or	experience	essential.

A full clean driver’s licence is essential as a company car will 
be provided.

RENUMERATION PACKAGE DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE.

Due	to	continued	growth,	our	Project	Division,	Core	Solutions,	is	
looking	for	a	competent	Project	Co-ordinator	to	undertake	a	variety	
of administrative and programme coordination tasks. Based in our 
Dublin	office,	the	successful	candidate	is	to	provide	the	highest	
level of support to our customer base and oversee the smooth 
running	of	projects,	from	start	to	finish	(tender	to	commissioning),	
both	in	Northern	Ireland	and	the	Republic	of	Ireland.

THE ROLE

•	 Maintaining	and	monitoring	project	plans,	project	schedules,		
	 work	hours,	budgets	and	expenditures.
•	 Organising,	attending	and	participating	in	stakeholder		 	
 meetings.
•	 Documenting	and	following	up	on	important	actions	and			
 decisions from meetings.
•	 Preparing	necessary	presentation	materials	for	meetings.
•	 Ensuring	project	deadlines	are	met.
•	 Determining	project	changes.
•	 Providing	administrative	support	as	needed.
•	 Undertaking	project	tasks	as	required.
•	 Developing	project	strategies.
•	 Ensuring	projects	adhere	to	frameworks	and	all		 	
 documentation is maintained appropriately for each project.
•	 Assess	project	risks	and	issues	and	provide	solutions	where		
 applicable.
•	 Ensure	stakeholder	views	are	managed	towards	the	best			
 solution.
•	 Chair	and/or	facilitate	meetings	where	appropriate	and		 	
 distribute minutes to all project team members.
•	 Create	a	project	management	calendar	for	fulfilling	each	goal		
 and objective.
•	 Organising	commission	of	our	system	solutions	with	both	the		
 customer and the commission team.
•	 Prepare	all	administration	information	with	regards	to		 	
 commissioning.

CRITERIA

•	 Two	year	experience	in	related	field.
•	 Exceptional	verbal,	written	and	presentation	skills.
•	 Ability	to	work	effectively	both	independently	and	as	part	of	
 a team.
•	 Experience	using	computers	for	a	variety	of	tasks.
•	 Competency	in	Microsoft	applications	including	Word,	Excel,		
 and Outlook.
•	 Knowledge	file	management	and	other	administrative		 	
 procedures.
•	 Ability	to	work	on	tight	deadlines.

RENUMERATION PACKAGE DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE.

TECHNICAL SALES EXECUTIVE
DISTRIBUTION	DIVISION
NATIONWIDE

PROJECT CO-ORDINATOR
PROJECT	AND	COMMISSIONING	
SUPPORT
BASED	IN	DUBLIN	OFFICE

TO APPLY PLEASE SEND AN INTRODUCTORY EMAIL AND 
CV TO DANFISHER@COREELECTRICAL.IE

TO APPLY PLEASE SEND AN INTRODUCTORY EMAIL AND 
CV TO JMCDONAGH@COREELECTRICAL.IE

www.coreelectrical.com/careers-at-core
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Ansell has appointed Matthew Doran as the 
company’s new Area Sales Manager.
Covering the whole area West of the Bann 

- including Tyrone, Derry-Londonderry, Fermanagh, 
Donegal and Galway – Matthew will be working 
with a wide range of customers, ranging of electrical 
wholesalers and contractors through to consultants.
He previously worked for CEW’s Enniskillen branch 
and before that H.Ritchie & Sons, so has plenty of 
knowledge of the electrical sector in that area.
“Ansell is such a well-known and respected name 
within the industry and I am delighted to be part of 
the team,” commented Matthew. “This makes my 
job a lot easier as there already is a firm foundation in 
place. With our constant product development and 
the addition of our new showrooms in Belfast and 
Dublin, we also have more opportunities to showcase 
our range.”
T: Matthew Doran on 0044 (0)07967 803978
E: matthewdoran@anselluk.com
www.anselluk.com

FERMANAGH NATIVE BECOMES THE 
LIGHTING COMPANY’S NEW AREA 
SALES MANAGER AND WILL FOCUS ON 
CUSTOMERS WEST OF THE BANN...

Matthew Doran 
joins Ansell

“Ansell is such a well-known and 
respected name within the industry and 
I am delighted to be part of the team.”

READ ABOUT ANSELL’S NEW BELFAST 
SHOWROOM ON PAGES 35-38

AREA SALES MANAGER
LEINSTER AREA

Ansell - a market leading manufacturer of quality 
internal and external energy efficient LED lighting 
solutions, for Commercial, Domestic, Industrial and 
Retail applications – are recruiting for a new Area 
Sales Manager for the Leinster area.

Hours: 40 hours
Salary:	 A	very	attractive	package,	including	a	competitive		
	 	 base	salary,	on	target	bonus,	and	company	car.
Location:		Field	based,	covering	Dublin	and	surrounding	
  Counties. Overnight stays may be occasionally   
  required. 
Purpose:		 Responsible	for	promoting	the	Ansell	brand	and		
  building on existing customer sales base.

MAIN RESPONSIBILITIES 
•		 Identify	sales	opportunities	and	follow	up	on	existing		 	
 accounts for business development
•		 Maintain	and	build	existing	Wholesale	relationships	
•		 Build strong contacts across the related electrical trade   
	 base,	including	Contractors,	M&E	Consultants,	Architects		
 and Designers 
•		 Demonstrate	and	present	products	to	individuals,	small		 	
 groups and larger audiences
•		 Identifying	key	decision	makers	across	all	aspects	of	the			
 electrical sector
•		 Maintain	on-going	up	to	date	product	knowledge,	especially		
	 features	&	benefits,	and	communicate	clearly	and	effectively		
 to customers
•		 Effective time management and route planning 
•		 Attending	trade	exhibitions,	conferences	and	meetings
•		 Maintain	high	levels	of	customer	service	and	demonstrate	an		
 exceptional standard of professionalism at all times
•		 Handle	and	resolve	customer	issues	in	a	professional,		 	
 effective and timely manner
•		 Conduct market research to identify trends and manage sales 
 activities accordingly
•		 Meet	company	area	sales	targets
•		 Monthly	reporting	on	key	sales	issues	and	statistics,		 	
	 generating	sales	reports,	detailing	sales	figures	and	market		
 trends
•		 Establish and maintain positive relationships with Ansell staff  
	 at	all	levels,	ensuring	regular	communication	with	Managers,		
 Technical Engineers and support functions

ESSENTIAL
•		 Confident,	personable	with	a	passion	for	lighting
•		 Excellent communication skills and the ability to build and  
 maintain strong relationships
•		 Previous proven sales experience
•		 Strong	negotiating	and	decision-making	skills
•		 A	positive,	solution	driven	mentality	with	a	proactive	and			
	 can-do	attitude
•		 Commercial awareness
•		 Strong	IT	and	numerical	skills
•		 Full	clean	driving	licence

Please e-mail your CV and a covering letter to Pippa 
Leighton, HR Advisor, at PippaLeighton@anselluk.com



IEBG NEWS

The Irish Electrical Buying 
Group ( IEBG ) – a group 
of electrical wholesalers 

with 28 branches nationwide 
– has just launched a new 
cable called RD415 for 
residential smoke, heat and 
carbon monoxide detectors.
IEBG Group Administrator, Ken 
Legros, outlined how RD415 
originated.
“About a year ago, a few 
members of the group 
noticed that a lot of electrical 
contractors were asking for 
a cable to use in residential 
smoke, heat and carbon 
monoxide circuits, but there 
was no one cable available 
on the market with the correct 
core colours. 
“These members teamed up 
with a cable manufacturer 
to develop RD415, which 
contains the core colours 
brown, blue, green/yellow 
and white.”

RD415 therefore complies 
with ETCI regulations, having 
live, neutral, earth and an 
interconnecting white core. 
RD415 has an outer pink 
sleeve that clearly identifies 
it from any other cable used 
in electrical circuits. Looking 
ahead, RD415 is also LSOH, 
which means that it is future-
proofed against any change 
in cable regulations.
Ken added, “RD415 has 
already been welcomed by 
Safe Electric ( RECI ) and Ei 
Electronics.”
RD415 will shortly be available 
from every branch of the IEBG 
group – see map opposite 
for details of your nearest 
branch.

Find your nearest IEBG branch 
at www.iebg.ie

TO MEET THE DEMAND FOR A SINGLE CABLE FOR RESIDENTIAL SMOKE, 
HEAT AND CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTORS…

IEBG launches new cable

NEW CABLE FOR 
RESIDENTIAL SMOKE, 
HEAT AND CARBON 

MONOXIDE DETECTORS 
NOW AVAILABLE AT 

EVERY IEBG ELECTRICAL 
WHOLESALER IN 

IRELAND.

“These members teamed up with a cable 
manufacturer to develop RD415, which contains the 
core colours brown, blue, green/yellow and white.”
RD415 therefore complies with ETCI regulations, 
having live, neutral, earth and an interconnecting 
white core.

RD415
NHXMH

WELCOMED BY SAFE 
ELECTRIC (RECI) AND 
EI ELECTRONICS

CORRECT CORE 
COLOURS (BROWN, 
BLUE, GREEN/YELLOW, 
AND WHITE)

COMPLIES WITH ETCI 
REGULATIONS

CLEARLY IDENTIFIABLE 
PINK SLEEVE

LSOH COMPLIANT 
SO FUTUREPROOFED 
AGAINST ANY CHANGE 
IN CABLE REGULATIONS
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YOUR LOCAL ELECTRICAL 
WHOLESALER - NATIONWIDE

TRADE ELECTRIC NENAGH
Ormond Street, Summerhill, Nenagh,
Co. Tipperary
T: 067 31289
E: nenagh@trade-electric.ie
W: www.trade-electric.ie

TRADE ELECTRIC NEWCASTLE 
WEST
Block B, Desmond Business Park, 
Newcastle West, Co Limerick
T: 069 77971
E: ncw@trade-electric.ie
W: www.trade-electric.ie

TRADE ELECTRIC SANTRY
Swords Road, Santry, Dublin 9
T: 01 842 6055
E: santry@trade-electric.ie
W: www.trade-electric.ie

TRADE ELECTRIC STILLORGAN
1 Old Dublin Road, Stillorgan, 
Co Dublin
T: 01 563 1830
E: stillorgan@trade-electric.ie
W: www.trade-electric.ie

TRADE ELECTRIC WATERFORD
Unit 4A, Six Cross Roads Business 
Park, Kilbarry, Waterford
T: 051 591 666
E: waterford@trade-electric.ie
W: www.trade-electric.ie

TRADE ELECTRIC WEXFORD
Pinewood Business Park, 
Whitemill Industrial Estate, Wexford
T: 053 914 7150
E: wexford@trade-electric.ie
W: www.trade-electric.ie

GOREY ELECTRICAL WHOLESALE
Ballyloughan Business Park, Arklow Road, 
Gorey, Co. Wexford
T: 053 948 1636
E: goreyelectrical@gmail.com
W: www.goreyelectrical.com

MCK ELECTRICAL LTD 
Unit PD1, Togher Industrial Estate, 
Pouladuff, Cork
T: 021 497 5201  
E: reception@mckelectrical.com
W: www.mckelectrical.com

MGF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES LTD 
Henry St. Roscommon Town
T: 090 662 5644
E: info@mgfelect.com   
W: www.mgfelect.com

N2 ELECTRICAL & SECURITY 
SUPPLIES LTD
Rath Cross, Ashbourne, 
Co. Meath 
T: 01 835 3090 
E: sales@n2.ie
W: www.n2electrical.ie

PETER CURRAN ELECTRIC LTD
Unit 18, Glenrock Business Park, 
Ballybane, Galway
T: 091 385 700
E: sales@curranelec.ie
W: www.curranelec.ie

SOUTH WEST WHOLESALE
Matt Talbot Road, Tralee, Co Kerry
T: 066 712 3399
E: southwestelect@eircom.net

TEF TULLAMORE LTD
Unit 3b, Burlington Business Park, 
Tullamore, Co Offaly
T: 057 935 1893
E: sales@tef.ie

TRADEKIT
Ballycasheen Road, Killarney, 
Co Kerry
T: 064 662 5340
E: killarney@tradekitdirect.ie
W: www.tradekitdirect.ie

WEST CORK ELECTRICAL 
WHOLESALE CO. LTD
Industrial Park, Clogheen,
Clonakilty, Co. Cork
T: 023 883 4360
E: info@wcew.ie
W: www.wcew.ie

TRADE ELECTRIC KILKENNY
New Street, Kilkenny
T: 056 776 2498
E: kilkenny@trade-electric.ie
W: www.trade-electric.ie

TRADE ELECTRIC LIMERICK
Lower Gerald Griffin Street, Limerick
T: 061 417 754
E: sales@trade-electric.ie
W: www.trade-electric.ie

ABBEY ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES DONEGAL
Unit 6, Drumlonagher, Donegal Town, 
Co Donegal
T: 00353 (0)74 972 2532
E: info@abbeyes.ie
W: www.abbeyes.ie

ARKLOW ELECTRICAL WHOLESALE
Castle Park, Arklow, Co Wicklow
T: 0402 32870
E: arklowelectrical@gmail.com

BELLEW ELECTRICAL DROGHEDA 
Unit 12, Donore Business Park, 
Donore Road, Drogheda, Co Louth
T: 00353 (0)41 984 6160
E: drogheda@bellew
electrical.com
W: www.bellewelectrical.com

BELLEW ELECTRICAL DUNDALK
Centenary Business Park, Coes Road, 
Dundalk, Co Louth
T: 00353 (0)42 933 7450
E: dundalk@bellewelectrical.com
W: www.bellewelectrical.com

BELLEW ELECTRICAL CASTLEBLAYNEY
Ballybay Road, Castleblayney, 
Co Monaghan
T: 00353 (0)42 975 4575
E: castleblaney@bellewelectrical.com
W: www.bellewelectrical.com

BELLEW ELECTRICAL CROSSMAGLEN
Unit 2, Cloughvalley Stores, Newry Road, 
Crossmaglen, Co Armagh, 
BT35 9BN
T: 0044 (0)28 3086 0830
E: crossmaglen@bellewelectrical.com
W: www.bellewelectrical.com

CLONMEL ELECTRICAL LTD 
Unit 11J, Ard Gaoithe Business Park, 
Cashel Road, Clonmel, Co Tipperary 
T: 052 612 8072
E: tom@clonmelelectrical.com 
W: www.clonmelelectrical.com

BERNEY CROSSAN & SONS LTD, 
T/A CROSSAN ELECTRICAL WHOLESALE
52 Main St, Longford
T: 043 334 6109
E: sean@crossan.ie

DERRY TAHENY ELECTRIC LIMITED
Lynns Dock, Sligo
T: 071 917 1434
W: www.derrytaheny.com

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES LTD
Unit 3, Jamestown Industrial Centre, 
Inchicore, Dublin 8
T: 01 473 1381 
E: sales@esl.ie - W: www.esl.ie

ENNIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES LTD
Quin Road Business Park, 
Quin Rd, Ennis, Co Clare
T: 065 682 9684
E: trade@enniselectrical.com
W: www.enniselectrical.ie

www.iebg.ie
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SOUTH WEST WHOLESALE ASSOCIATES

Tel. +353-(0)66-7128701
www.niedax.ie

NIEDAX	CMS	Ltd.	Clash	Industrial	Estate
Tralee,	Co.	Kerry,	Ireland

‘All	the	Niedax	CMS	team	would	like	to	
congratulate South West Wholesale

on their 40 year anniversary and wish them 
continued success in years to come’

Congratulations to 
South West Wholesale on 
your 40th Anniversary.

Ei	Electronics	-	Shannon	Free	Zone,	Shannon,	Co.	Clare,	Ireland
Tel:	+353	61	471277	-	email:	info@eielectronics.ie

www.eielectronics.com

Continued success to South West Wholesalers.

WHEN LIVES ARE AT RISK 
...IT PAYS TO FIT THE BEST

NEW 2019 BROCHURE OUT NOWNEW 2019 BROCHURE OUT NOW

PROUD	TO	BE	ASSOCIATED	WITH	
SOUTH WEST WHOLESALE
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SOUTHWEST WHOLESALE COMPANY PROFILE

SouthWest Wholesale is 
celebrating four decades 
of excellence by ensuring 

customers continue to receive the 
high standards they have come to 
expect from the Tralee company.
A new-look trade counter and 
signage is part of ongoing 
investment to deliver the latest 
products at competitive prices 

backed by expert knowledge from 
the company’s dedicated staff.
Company founders Jim O’Sullivan 
and Brendan King took a huge 
leap of faith in March 1979 when 
they decided to set up on their 
own but it has clearly paid off, with 
SouthWest Wholesale continue to 
flourish.
Jim’s sons, Jamie and Mike are 

now also part of the business. Jamie 
is the General Manager and Mike 
the Purchasing Manager. Mike 
also looks after the company’s 
involvement with the Irish Electrical 
Buying Group (IEBG).
Jamie commented, “We want 
to thank our customers for their 
support over the last 40 years and 
for helping us to grow and thrive.”

A LOOK AT THE SUCCESS BEHIND CO KERRY’S LEADING 
INDEPENDENT ELECTRICAL WHOLESALER…

SouthWest Wholesale, Matt Talbot Road, Tralee, Co Kerry
T: 066 7123399 - E: southwestelect@eircom.net

Opening hours: Monday to Friday 8.30am – 5.30pm - Saturday 9am – 12pm

SouthWest Wholesale Ltd 
celebrates 40th anniversary

CELEBRATING
YEARS
1979 - 201940

Company founder Jim O’Sullivan with his sons, Jamie and Mike.

g
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SOUTH WEST WHOLESALE

Jarman	Distributors	the	official	agent	for	
Wiha	Tools	in	Ireland	are	pleased	to	be	
associated with South West Wholesale.
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SOUTHWEST WHOLESALE COMPANY PROFILE

SouthWest Wholesale has 
been synonymous with 
reliability and excellent 

customer service for decades so 
it’s no surprise that the wholesaler 
is celebrating an impressive 
40 years in business this year. 
A commitment to providing 
customers with the best possible 
service has earned SouthWest a 
loyal customer base and it is this 
repeat business that has kept 
the company going through 
numerous economic upheavals. 
“We were actually going through 
the customer lists last week and 
noticed that there are five or 
six that have been with us since 
the very beginning. I think that 
loyalty is testament to the hard 

work that’s gone into making the 
business a success,” said Jamie 
O’Sullivan, Director at SouthWest 
Wholesale. 
SouthWest Wholesale Ltd began 
operating on March  1,1979. 
“My father, Jim O’Sullivan and 
his original business partner, 
Brendan King, both worked with 
Kellihers Electrical. They decided 
to leave at the same time and 
start their own business, SouthWest 
Wholesale, which they grew slowly 
over the years. They originally 
had a very small trade area and 
for the first nine months, all of the 
goods were stored in my parent’s 
house. They moved into the new 
premises, which we’re still in now, 
on the 1st of January 1980,” said 

Jamie. Jim is the Managing Director 
at the company and has been at 
the helm for 40 years. With 58 years 
in the electrical industry under his 
belt, it’s no wonder the company 
has become the success story it is 
today. 
SouthWest Wholesale is by 
no means the only electrical 
wholesaler in Kerry but it’s the 
only independent one that has 
been operating for so many years. 
“The fact that we’ve managed 
to maintain our independence is 
something we’re very proud of. 
My father and his partner worked 
extremely hard to make the 
business a success and 40 years 
later, that dedication continues to 
pay off.” 

CELEBRATIONS ARE IN FULL FLOW AT SOUTHWEST WHOLESALE AS 
THE COMPANY CELEBRATES 40 YEARS IN BUSINESS…

SouthWest Wholesale, Matt Talbot Road, Tralee, Co Kerry
T: 066 7123399 - E: southwestelect@eircom.net

Opening hours: Monday to Friday 8.30am – 5.30pm - Saturday 9am – 12pm

40 years of excellence
CELEBRATING

YEARS
1979 - 201940

g

Company founder Jim O’Sullivan (third from right) with the SouthWest Wholesale team.
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SOUTHWEST WHOLESALE COMPANY PROFILE

SouthWest Wholesale prides 
itself on its well-stocked trade 
counter and on being able 

to supply customers with the items 
they need. All staff members 
are well versed on the products 
available at the branch and 
are on hand to help customers 
choose the right products for the 
job. 
Being part of the Irish Electrical 
Buying Group (IEBG) for the past 
four years has also boosted the 
company’s product ranges. 
There’s no doubt that the 
advantages of being part of 
a group with such significant 
buying power are being felt. As 
prices have come down, the 
competitiveness of the branch 

has increased while a larger 
network of suppliers means 
a larger product offering to 
customers. Virtually every supplier 
trades with the IEBG, which allows 
the 17 members of the Group 
to offer a wide range of quality 
brands off the shelf to customers 
at competitive prices. Each IEBG 
branch offers its customers a 
personalised service that is second 
to none and that’s certainly the 
case at SouthWest Wholesale. 
IEBG membership has allowed the 
branch to significantly expand its 
product offering but even before 
becoming part of the Group, 
SouthWest Wholesale prided itself 
on stocking products that other 
firms would not. Being part of the 

IEBG allows the company to offer its 
customers a wider and more varied 
product range and alongside 
that membership, it’s the branch’s 
longstanding staff that make the 
service such a unique one. 
“We currently have six members 
of staff and each and every one 
are extremely well trained. Liam, 
our head of sales, has been with 
the business for 24 years while 
Brigid, who works in the office, is 
in her 33rd year. There’s nothing 
they don’t know about the ins 
and outs of the business.” It is this 
commitment to ensuring customer 
gets the best service along with the 
right product for the job that puts 
SouthWest Wholesale head and 
shoulders above its competitors. 

SouthWest Wholesale, Matt Talbot Road, Tralee, Co Kerry
T: 066 7123399 - E: southwestelect@eircom.net

Opening hours: Monday to Friday 8.30am – 5.30pm - Saturday 9am – 12pm

A vast product range
CELEBRATING

YEARS
1979 - 201940

g
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FOR OVER 35 YEARS, WE HAVE BEEN
PARTNERING WITH WHOLESALERS,
CONTRACTORS, ARCHITECTS AND
SPECIFIERS TO PROVIDE THE RIGHT
CABLE MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

TOTAL CABLE MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS unitrunk.ie

E: dublin@unitrunk.ie
T: +353 (0) 1 820 0292

OUR SERVICES:
·  High Quality Products
·  National Coverage with
 Local Stock & Service
·  A Flexible Personable Approach
·  Unrivalled Technical Support
·  Design Service
·  Innovative Product 
 Development
·  Bespoke Systems 
 Capability

Unit	1,	97/98	Lagan	Road,	Dublin	Industrial	Estate,
Glasnevin,	Dublin	11,	D11	RX96,	Ireland.

T: +353 (0) 1 8304666 - E: info@interk.ie
www.interkonnect.ie

“Wishing South West Wholesale many more 
successful	years	from	everyone	at	IK”

For our full of products visit
www.tegral-lighting.com

E: salesuk@tegral-lighting.com
T: +44 (0) 1279 461888
F: +44 (0) 1279 460115

E: sales@tegral-lighting.com
T: 00353 1 8309686
F: 01 8309932

Launching our new EARTH FOUR

Wishing South West 
Wholesale continued 
success for the future.
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SOUTH WEST WHOLESALE COMPANY PROFILE

Customer service is SouthWest 
Wholesale’s biggest asset. 
As a smaller company, it 

strives to ensure customers get the 
product they want, when they want 
it. A diverse and varied product 
range and a team happy to assist 
customers with the right product 
selection has guaranteed a loyal 
customer base at SouthWest. 
“Ever since the company first 
began operating, customer service 
has been to the forefront of the 
business. We know that a customer 
who receives the best service and 
gets the product they need at the 
right price will come back again 
and again. High levels of repeat 
business we have proves that’s the 
case,” said Jamie.

SouthWest Wholesale doesn’t 
pride itself on being the biggest 
electrical wholesaler in the 
county. First and foremost, the 
company’s focus has always 
been on customer service. 
SouthWest’s six members of staff 
have an in-depth knowledge 
of the products available on 
the market. Customers include 
contractors, industrial factories, 
local commercial businesses and 
passing trade and with so many 
different businesses in the area, 
it’s important that the branch 
maintains a well-stocked trade 
counter at all times. “We might 
be that bit smaller but we’re well 
able to compete with the larger 
electrical wholesalers when it 

comes to product choice. We 
pride ourselves on a well-stocked 
and diverse trade counter. It’s 
thanks to our membership of the 
IEBG that we’re able to offer our 
customers such a varied range of 
items; they come to us for the right 
advice on products and to get 
those tricky, hard-to-get items,” said 
Jamie.  SouthWest Wholesale can 
source any product at competitive 
prices to satisfy every customer’s 
needs. IEBG membership means 
that the six members of staff can 
offer customers more choice and 
more affordability. With years of 
experience between them, the 
staff are always on hand to assist 
customers in selecting the right 
product for the job.

SouthWest Wholesale, Matt Talbot Road, Tralee, Co Kerry
T: 066 7123399 - E: southwestelect@eircom.net

Opening hours: Monday to Friday 8.30am – 5.30pm - Saturday 9am – 12pm

Customers first
CELEBRATING

YEARS
1979 - 201940

g
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AVAILABLE	FROM

CONGRATULATIONS	TO	SOUTH	WEST	WHOLESALE
ON	THEIR	40TH	ANNIVERSARY
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SOUTHWEST WHOLESALE COMPANY PROFILE

An efficient delivery service 
also ensures customer 
service remains SouthWest 

Wholesale’s top priority. The branch 
has two delivery vans on the 
road that travel the length and 
breadth of the county every day. 
A scheduled routine ensures that 
no part of the county is neglected. 
“We have a routine where we 
know where the vans are going 
each day. In saying that, we also 
offer a same-day delivery service. 
Customers come back to us as they 
know we’ll look after them and 
we’ll do our best to avoid delays on 
site. Our same-day delivery service 
is very important to us and to our 
customers,” said Jamie. 
Customers from all over the county 

come to SouthWest Wholesale 
not only for its dedicated and 
knowledgeable staff but for its 
diverse product ranges.  
“Over the past 40 years, we’ve 
managed to build a solid, strong 
reputation as a company that 
knows our trade. Some of our staff 
have been with us for several years 
and they’re experts when it comes 
to electrical products. It’s that 
personal touch that has kept us 
going for so long and will hopefully 
keep us going for another 40!”
SouthWest Wholesale has played 
an integral role in the community 
for several years. When electrical 
contractors buy from SouthWest, 
they’re purchasing the most 
competitively priced products on 

the market, at the highest quality. 
“One of the main advantages 
of being part of the IEBG is the 
increased purchasing power that 
membership affords us. Increased 
access to a wider variety of 
products means bigger savings 
for customers. So not only are 
they benefitting from our years 
of experience but they’re also 
being supplied with the most 
competitively-priced products on 
the market.” Although SouthWest 
has only been a member of the 
IEBG for the past four years, it has 
felt the advantages of being part 
of an overall group. As the IEBG 
continues to grow and expand, 
those advantages will only 
increase. 

SouthWest Wholesale, Matt Talbot Road, Tralee, Co Kerry
T: 066 7123399 - E: southwestelect@eircom.net

Opening hours: Monday to Friday 8.30am – 5.30pm - Saturday 9am – 12pm

Servicing the county
CELEBRATING

YEARS
1979 - 201940

PICS TO COME

g
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E: info@vendek.ie

Best wishes to South West Wholesale on their 40th Anninversary.
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SOUTHWEST WHOLESALE COMPANY PROFILE

For Jamie’s father and original 
partner Brendan, leaving 
Kellihers and risking it all to 

start a new business must have 
been a daunting prospect but 
it’s one that has certainly paid 
off. This year sees the company 
celebrating 40 years in business, 
in a market that’s known for its 
competitiveness. Remaining 
independent was extremely 
important for the team at 
SouthWest over the years. “My 
father was determined that we 
would remain independent and 
that’s what we have achieved. 
At times, it has been challenging 
and we’ve had our fair share of 
offers but we’ve stayed strong. 
That determination has paid off,” 

said Jamie. Customers also benefit 
from the branch’s independence. 
“I think our customers appreciate 
it. It seems to make a big 
difference; it allows us to offer 
customers the personal touch 
which is quite unique in today’s 
marketplace.” 
Over the past four decades, 
SouthWest Wholesale has gone 
from strength to strength. That 
success is thanks to a vibrant 
trade counter business, backed 
up by a delivery service that’s 
willing to go the extra mile to 
make sure customers are satisfied. 
A knowledgeable staff are always 
on hand to help with the simplest 
or most complicated request. 
Building long-term relationships 

with customers, suppliers and 
employees is key at SouthWest 
and that’s why the company is 
celebrating 40 years in business. 
The goal of Jamie and the rest 
of the team at SouthWest is to 
seek out new ways to satisfy 
customers in an ever-changing 
market, while priding itself on 
its ability and flexibility to serve 
all sectors of the marketplace. 
“We’d like to thank our customers 
who have stood by us over the 
years and who continue to do 
business with us. Our suppliers are 
also extremely important to us 
and they have also shown their 
support over the years. We’re 
looking forward to the next 40 
years at SouthWest!”

SouthWest Wholesale, Matt Talbot Road, Tralee, Co Kerry
T: 066 7123399 - E: southwestelect@eircom.net

Opening hours: Monday to Friday 8.30am – 5.30pm - Saturday 9am – 12pm

Staying independent
CELEBRATING

YEARS
1979 - 201940

Company founder Jim O’Sullivan with his sons, Jamie and Mike.



Best wishes to
South West Wholesale 
from Dimplex.
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CABLE CLEATS

environment and 
support structure.
It’s easy to go looking 
for a less expensive 
cable cleats, or even 
disregard cable cleats 
completely, but a 
different strength 
and type of cable 
cleat could alter the 
amount you need. 
A stronger, more 

effective cable cleat 
with a higher price per 

unit may mean you require 
less cable cleats in total so keep 

overall cost of in mind.
For more help and advice on cable 
cleats and cable management 
contact Essentra Components on
00353 (0)1 806 2266 or e-mail 
sales@essentracomponents.ie

The importance of cable cleats 
is often underestimated, yet 
they’re a vital part of electrical 

cable management installation. 
Companies looking to cut costs 
sometimes deem cable cleats 
unnecessary – but is this a mistake?
Cable cleats reduce cable strain 
by reducing the load of the cables’ 
weight. They’re designed to restrain 
and support cables, while ensuring 
their retention. Cables must be 
able to withstand the force they 
generate, including the force that 
occurs during a short circuit. Without 
cable cleats, poor cable restraint 
risks damage to cables and cable 
management systems, and can 
even pose a threat to human life. 
Then it’s not just the cost of new 
cables to consider, but downtime 
and labour to replace and repair 

damaged systems, 
not to mention 
the implications 
of irresponsible 
installation. To 
operate responsibly, 
you must use cable 
cleats.
Different cable 
cleats are designed 
to withstand 
different forces 
and there’s a lot 
of choice out there. 
Use an underspecified 
cleat and you could 
be wasting your money and 
creating a potentially deadly 
situation if a short circuit occurs. 
Key factors to consider include 
the cable construction and type, 
ratings, diameter, system design, 

ESSENTRA COMPONENTS OFFERS ADVICE ON CABLE CLEATS AND CABLE MANAGEMENT…

Cable cleats - essential or not?
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can be downloaded and stored for 
improved traceability.
With cases of CTS within the industry 
on the rise, better, safer, more 
productive tool solutions available 
today, each employer has a duty 
of care to provide the most suitable 
tools to their employees.
T: 0044 (0)1986 891 519
E: Klauke-sales@emerson.com 
W: www.klauke.com/micro/en

Many cable crimping 
applications throughout 
the industry are conducted 

using manual ratchet tools or hand 
hydraulic tools. Depending on the 
number of operations conducted 
each day and the hand force 
required to close the handles of the 
tool, Repetitive Strain Injury (RSI) can 
result.
Looking to statistics available on-
line, 29% of repetitive strain injuries 
will result in Carpal Tunnel Syndrome 
(CTS). In worst cases CTS can only 
be resolved with surgery, one hand 
at a time, resulting in employees 
being unable to work for six to eight 
weeks.
The new alternative to manual 
ratchet crimping tools for high 
volume, high force applications, 
is the Klauke Micro tool. This is an 

electro-mechanical 
tool suitable for pre-
insulated connectors 
(up to 16mm2), 
boot-lace ferrules 
(up to 50mm2), and 
CU tube lugs (up to 
25mm2). The Micro 
provides a 90% 
reduction in hand 
load experienced 
by the operator to help keep 
employees safe and maintain high 
productivity.
The Micro is less than 1kg and 
completes in excess of 300 crimps 
per charge in less than 1.5 seconds 
per crimp. As an intelligent tool, 
it ensures full closure of the jaws 
on every crimp and comes with 
the ability to link to Klauke iPress 
software, where quality records 

NEW CRIMP TECHNOLOGY ELIMINATES CARPAL TUNNEL SYNDROME IN THE 
ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY…

No repetitive strain injury with Klauke

AVAILABLE AT
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LIGHTING

SEEING  
is believing!
ANSELL LIGHTING OPENS A 
NEW-LOOK SHOWROOM IN 
BELFAST…g
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LIGHTING

Ansell Lighting has unveiled 
a new-look showroom 
in Belfast incorporating 

meeting and training facilities for 
customers.
The upgrade to the company’s 
base at the M2 Business Park 
at Duncrue in Belfast mirrors 
investment in Ansell’s Dublin and 
Warrington facilities.
“The Belfast showroom is already 
popular with wholesalers, 
contractors, architects and 
consultants but after investment 

in our other facilities we wanted to 
make sure Belfast was updated as 
well,” explained Dan Hope, National 
Sales Manager for Ireland. “It is a 
valuable resource as it provides our 
customers with an opportunity to 
take a closer look at our products 
while also having the chance to 
speak to our knowledgeable team.”
The showroom includes 
demonstration areas and in-situ 
product displays, enabling visitors to 
identify the best products suited to 
their requirements. 

Ansell is a market leader in the 
design and manufacture of 
high quality luminaires for the 
commercial, domestic, industrial 
and architectural markets and the 
showroom showcases both internal 
and external lighting systems. 
This includes solutions for display, 
amenity, commercial, floodlighting 
and emergency applications. 
The showroom will also highlight 
the energy efficient lighting 
solutions and the variety of colour 
temperature and effects on offer.

AS MARKET LEADERS IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF HIGH QUALITY LUMINAIRES, 
ANSELL’S REFURBISHED SHOWROOM OFFERS AN INSIGHT INTO AN ECLECTIC MIX OF 
SOLUTIONS…

Ansell opens new-look 
Belfast showroom
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LIGHTING

Ansell has launched OCTO lighting controls 
- an effective smart home solution offering 
a range of new opportunities to forward-

thinking electrical contractors.
Simple to install and easy to use, the OCTO 
ecosystem enables complete control of a home’s 
lighting, making it the perfect tool to dim the 
luminaire in any room or control garden lighting.
OCTO also enables the user to create lighting 
scenes, set timers and control their lighting.
Ansell provides a step by step course for electrical 
contractors to become a certified OCTO Guru and 
the first OCTO Training Day was hosted in Belfast as 
part of the launch of the new showroom. 
Dan said, “We’re delighted with the really positive 
reaction to OCTO. The contractors immediately 
grasped the opportunities of OCTO and how it can 
be an important addition to what they offer their 
customers.
“We will be hosting more training days in both 
Belfast and Dublin and we will be also bringing the 
demonstrations on the road, with events across 
Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland.”
Learn more about becoming an OCTO Guru by 
visiting www.octouk.com or speak to your Ansell 
Area Sales Manager.

Reach out 
and connect 
with Octo

Unit 2, M2 Business Park
Duncrue Street

Belfast  
BT3 9AQ 

www.anselluk.com

Link Business Centre
Unit G1 Calmount Park

Ballymount
Dublin 12

T: 0044 (0)28 9077 3750 – E: sales@anselluk.com  

g
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LIGHTING

Architects, consultants, 
wholesalers and contractors 
all took the opportunity to 
view Ansell’s new-look Belfast 
showroom at an open day.
With the Belfast Woodfired 
Pizza Co on hand to serve pizza 
throughout the day, customers 
took the chance to view the 
impressive new showroom at 
Duncrue as well as taking part in 
training sessions for the new smart 
technology lighting range, OCTO.
Dan Hope, National Sales 
Manager for Ireland, said, “We’d 
like to thank everyone who took 
the time to come along. Don’t 
forget, if you missed the open 
event, feel free to drop into our 
showrooms in Belfast or Dublin.”

Customers 
get a slice 
of Ansell’s 
new Belfast 
showroom

Unit 2, M2 Business Park
Duncrue Street

Belfast  
BT3 9AQ 

www.anselluk.com

Link Business Centre
Unit G1 Calmount Park

Ballymount
Dublin 12

T: 0044 (0)28 9077 3750 – E: sales@anselluk.com  



FOR ELECTRICAL 
CONTRACTORS

A GREAT 
ADD-ON 
SERVICE

Electrical Vehicle 
Charging Solutions

Easy installation...

We have a great way for electrical 
contractors to make the most of the new 
opportunities presented by the increase 
in electric car chargers in homes.
To	accommodate	an	EV	Charger	System	in	a	
new	domestic	installation,	all	the	electrician	has	
to do is wire from the fuseboard to a backplate. 
He can then leave a dummy box in place and 
include	a	sticker	with	his/her	contact	details	
(see	the	examples	on	this	page).
Then,	when	the	new	homeowner	comes	in,	if	
they	want	an	EV	unit	installed	all	that	have	to	
do	is	call	the	electrician,	who	can	install	the	
charging device with minimum of fuss in a few 
minutes. 
For information, please give us a call 
on 01-4016746

FULL	RANGE	OF	
UNITS	FROM	MARKET	
LEADING	SUPPLIERS

CONTACT:
David	Dunning	|	Project	Manager	Electric	Vehicle	Charging	Solutions
Darkin	EV
Darkin	Group
Unit	22,	Block	613,	Greenouge	Business	Park,	Rathcoole,	Co.	Dublin
Office:	+	353	1	4016746	|	Mob:	+	353	87	3967401
www.darkinev.ie

DARKIN EV	ARE	NOW	OFFERING	A	CONSULTANCY	
SERVICE	TO	ELECTRICAL	CONTRACTORS	IN	
RELATION	TO	THE	INSTALL	AND	SERVICE	OF	
ELECTRIC	CAR	CHARGING	UNITS.

TO ACTIVATE UNIT 
PLEASE CONTACT

Electrical	Contractor	Name,
Address,

Phone	Number,
E-mail	address.

BACKPLATE DUMMY BOX EXAMPLE OF STICKER
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make it all happen, enabling 
electricians to grasp the smart 
home opportunity and access 
the commercial potential of 
this lucrative market. 
Andrew Moseley, Commercial 
Director at CEF, explained, 
“The adoption of smart 
technology continues to grow 
and this presents a great 
opportunity for tradespeople 
who are one step ahead 
– equipped with the right 
product knowledge and ready 
to advise their customers 
with market insight. With Get 
Smart, Get Connected, CEF 
are helping electricians to 
navigate the smart home 
landscape and ensure that 
they can take full advantage 
of this evolving market. “
The Get Smart, Get 
Connected product directory 
is now available to pick up 
in CEF stores nationwide. A 
digital, interactive copy is 
available to download at 
www.cef.co.uk/getsmart, 
where electricians will also 
find the latest smart home 
news and technical product 
information.
*PWC Connected Home 2.0 Survey 2018 

Leading electrical wholesaler, 
CEF, has published a new 
guide to smart home 
technology to help simplify 
smart home product selection 
for professional installers and 
buyers.
‘Get Smart, Get Connected’ 
is a comprehensively priced 
product directory and 
microsite featuring the latest 
products and innovations 
as well as insight, installation 
advice and guidance to help 
electricians take advantage of 
the smart home revolution.  
It’s estimated that £10.8 
billion* will be spent on 
smart home devices in the 
UK this year alone, with an 
increasing number of those 
products now requiring 
professional installation. The 
smart home market presents 
a huge opportunity for 
electrical contractors – but 
understanding the range of 
products available isn’t always 
easy. 
CEF’s Get Smart, Get 
Connected outlines the 
possibilities of what can be 
automated in a home as well 
as the individual devices that 

Get Smart with CEF

Level 3 Electrical Installation apprentice 
Scott Bar, from South Eastern Regional 
College (SERC) Downpatrick Campus, 
has reached the finals of the SPARKS UK 
Electrical Apprentice of the Year.
The competition gives participants the 
chance to be recognised for their hard 
work and skills and is an opportunity for 
lecturers, employers, industry leaders and 
manufacturers to get involved and support 
the next generation of electricians.
The regional heat took place at Belfast Met 
and saw competitors face a five-hour test of 
their knowledge, technique and speed.
Scott was named the NI regional winner 
and was rewarded for his efforts with 
a selection of prizes provided by the 
competition’s sponsors. Level 3 apprentices 
Daryl Mulligan from the Lisburn Campus and 
Lee Eadie from the Newtownards campus 
also competed.
Scott said, “Getting it all done within the 
time was the hardest thing. I had about two 
or three minutes left by the time I finished. 
There were four or five others who I thought 
were pretty good. I’m going to knuckle 
down and keep doing what I’ve been 
doing.”
Steven Donnelly, SERC Lecturer in Electrical 
Installation, added, “I’m absolutely buzzing 
for Scott. He’s put in the work for it and it 
shows. It’s the second competition he’s 
been in and the second competition he’s 
won. Personally, I couldn’t find anything 
wrong with his work, it was very difficult to 
take points off him. It was a fantastic piece 
of work.”

SERC apprentice 
reaches UK finals 

SERC apprentice, Scott Barr, who is set to complete in 
the UK finals of SPARKS UK, pictured with SERC Electrical 
Installation Lecturer, Eugene Verdon.
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FEGIME IRELAND

Following extensive 
research, development 
and testing, Hager Twin 

USB socket was launched, 
providing an easy method of 
charging electronic devices.
The Sollysta Twin USB socket is 
designed as an aesthetically 
pleasing solution for 
residential developments, 
retrofit projects as well as 
commercial projects such 
as multi-purpose offices and 
hotels.
Complying to the latest 
standards (BS 1363-
22016), the attractive and 
extensively tested design is 
based on in-depth research 
and development to deliver 
a market-leading solution. 
The Sollysta Twin USB socket 
is suitable for charging most 
portable electronic devices 
connected via a USB 2.0 
and 3.0 type A plug and 
includes two USB charging 
ports capable of delivering 
a total maximum charging 
current of 2.4A. The charge 
can be delivered to either 
port or divided between the 
two ports.

INTELLIGENT CONNECTION
With built-in intelligent 
connection, the dual USB 
adapter communicates 
with the automatic host 
charger identification 
circuitry, identifying itself as a 
dedicated charger to power 
up Apple and Samsung 
devices, as well as a BC1.2 
charger for HTC, Sony, LG 

and Blackberry 
devices. This 
gives maximum 
charging capacity 
and improved 
charging speeds 
through an ability 
to bypass its trickle 
charging mode. 
The Sollysta 
Twin USB socket 
provides the 
same high-
quality features 
you will expect 
from the range 
of Sollysta wiring 
accessories, such 
as a patented three-pin 
shutter mechanism, moulded 
cable lead in’s, captive and 
backed off terminal screws, 
positive wire end stop and 
inline terminals.
With safety in mind, the Twin 
USB sockets are protected 
against overcurrent and 
short circuit conditions on the 
output by a non-replaceable 
fuse. Just like the rest of 
Hager’s Sollysta range, 
the Twin USB socket is also 
certified by global test and 
certification body, Nemko 
London.
The Sollysta Twin USB socket 
comes in a white plastic 
finish and can be installed 
in 35mm back boxes. 
However, where 25mm back 
boxes are fitted, a 10mm 
space is also available as 
part of a combined offer 
with the socket or it can be 
purchased as an accessory.

HAGER PROVIDES FAST AND FLEXIBLE AND BUILT-IN CHARGING WITH THE SOLLYSTA TWIN 
USB SOCKET SOLUTION THAT IS IDEAL FOR HIGH QUALITY RESIDENTIAL, COMMERCIAL AND 
RETROFIT PROJECTS…

Powering up the 
intelligent way

HAGER’S SOLLYSTA TWIN USB 
SOCKETS ARE AVAILALE AT ALL 

FEGIME IRELAND OUTLETS.

“The attractive and extensively 
tested design is based on 
in-depth research and 
development to deliver a 
market-leading solution.”
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climate action. 
Among the supports available to 
home-owners were special pilot 
projects exploring deep retrofitting, 
solar photovoltaic systems and 
home retrofit financing. SEAI also 
collaborated in a programme 
with the HSE, the Department 
of Communications, Climate 
Action and Environment and the 
Department of Health looking at 
health benefits of energy upgrades.

Richard Bruton, Minister for 
Communications, Climate Action 
and Environment, said, “This 
Government wants to make 
Ireland a leader, not a follower, 
in responding to climate change. 
Addressing energy inefficiencies in 
our built environment will be key to 
delivering on that ambition and we 
need to step up the progress we are 
making.” 
www.seai.ie 

In 2018, SEAI invested €120million in 
sustainable energy upgrades and 
actions. 
Among the beneficiaries 
were 21,350 home-owners, 37 
communities, 310 businesses and 
2,000 purchasers of electric vehicles. 
These early adopters are now using 
less energy, enjoying lower day-
to-day costs and are more future 
proofed as Ireland determines its 
approach to carbon taxation and 

€120m in energy upgrades in 2018

Companies across Ireland are 
experiencing difficulties recruiting 
qualified, experienced and even 
entry-level workers across most 
disciplines. 
According to a survey of CIF 
member companies, 89% of 
respondents are currently 
experiencing difficulties recruiting 
workers. Qualified tradespeople are 
most in demand, although a severe 
lack of engineers and apprentices is 
also being reported. 
A large proportion of those surveyed 
(74%) said that these recruitment 
issues are directly affecting their 
companies’ ability to deliver projects 

on time. 
Dermot Carey, Director of Safety 
& Training, Construction Industry 
Federation (CIF), said, “We are 
working hard to promote the 
industry as a career destination for 
more young people. 
“Despite a healthy 25-year pipeline 
of work, increasing wages, more 
technology-led careers and the 
global nature of construction 
careers, numbers of young people 
registering for apprenticeships and 
apply to construction management 
in third level is static or declining.”
www.cif.ie 

Skills shortage affecting industry
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CASE STUDY TRANSLINK MILEWATER SERVICE CENTRE, BELFAST

The Milewater Service 
Centre is a £21million 
purpose-built facility to 

service, maintain and repair 
the fleet of Glider (Belfast 
Rapid Transit) buses, along 
with other Translink vehicles. 
Built by Henry Brothers, with 
electrical services provided 
by Braham Electrical, the 
main building comprises 

offices, meeting rooms and 
staff facilities (120,000ft2) across 
four floors. It sits alongside 
engineering garages and 
workshops, bus washing 
facilities, parking for 145 buses 
and 191 staff car parking 
spaces. 
The main garage can 
accommodate up to 27 buses 
ranging from the smaller metro 
buses to double deckers and, 
of course, the extra-long new 
Glider fleet. The facility has 
its own inhouse paint prep 
and spray booths allowing for 
complete repair of the fleet. 
With multiple bays having their 
own pits and specialist bus 
lifts, along with two overhead 

cranes, the workspace brings 
Translink into the 21st century 
compared to its previous facility 
just across the road. 
A separate, dedicated engine 
workshop, tyre store and fabric 
covering workshop are just 
some of the parts that make 
up the building. It moves 
Translink’s existing stores to a 
new dedicated central store 
spread across three floors of the 
building, serving both this new 
facility and other Translink sites.
Moving from its ageing offices 
down the street to the top 
two floors, the new building 
provides office space for over 
150 people and has canteen 
facilities for both the office 

CO-ORDINATION THROUGH BIM AND CLOSE COLLABORATION ON SITE 
HELPED BRAHAM ELECTRICAL DELIVER A TOP QUALITY JOB…

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR
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TRANSLINK MILEWATER SERVICE CENTRE, BELFAST CASE STUDY

and engineering personnel. 
Ciaran McQuaid, Director at 
Braham Electrical, oversaw the 
electrical contract. 
“Braham Electrical was 
delighted to be involved with 
such an important project 
for Belfast. This was a project 
that was very well advertised 
– everyone in Belfast knew 
the Glider buses were being 
launched and that they 
needed a facility to house 
them. It was really nice to be 
part of that.” 
An extremely tight deadline 
meant Ciaran and the team 
were under pressure. 
“The new Glider buses were 
due to be launched in 
September, so we had to 
have the core facility finished 
by then. It was tight; we 
were trying to deliver a huge 
package of works in a very 
large, complicated building 

and quite often we were 
working at height so that 
presented its own challenges.” 
There was a strong sense of 
collaboration on site and that 
helped get the Braham team 
over the line.
“A huge amount of 
effort went into co-
ordination before 
we even stepped 
onto the site. As 
it was so heavy in 
both mechanical 
and electrical 
systems, BIM was 
used to coordinate 
several elements 
which left the 
installation quicker and more 
accurate onsite.” 
Products specified for the 
Milewater Service Centre 
were of the highest quality, as 
befitting a project for Translink 
NI. Dextra lighting took centre 

stage in the main garage 
and workshops, utilising high 
efficiency LED fittings each with 
in-built microwave pods. The 
security systems were extremely 
important to the client and the 

building benefits from 
a complex network 
of CCTV, door access 
and fire safety systems.
Alongside the new 
Service Centre, 
Braham Electrical was 
involved in other parts 
of the Glider launch 
build-up, working on 
all the Rapid Transit 
Route upgrades in the 
city across multiple 

contracts. The company 
continued its success on the 
Translink site, having won the 
contracts on Portrush Train 
station with GRAHAM and the 
new Northwest Multimodal Hub 
with Farrans.

Braham Electrical, 7A Charlotte Street, Warrenpoint, Newry BT34 3LF
T: 0044 (0)28 4177 2989 - E: info@brahamelectrical.com
www.brahamelectrical.com
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“There was 
a strong 
sense of 

collaboration 
on site and 
that helped 
get us over 

the line.”
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In business for over 100 
years, Eaton is the go-to 
provider of mains lighting, 

and emergency lighting, 
power distribution and wiring 
accessories for projects across 
a diverse range of sectors. 
A prestigious and unique 
project like the Translink 
Milewater Service Centre 
demanded market-
leading, reliable products 
from manufacturers with a 
proven track record. Eaton’s 
commitment to providing only 
the most reliable, efficient, 
safe and sustainable lighting 
products made it the ideal 
choice when it came to 

supplying emergency lighting 
for the Glider project. 
This isn’t the first time Translink 
and Eaton have worked 
together. 
“We’ve supplied our 
emergency lighting products 
for several Translink projects. 
This was a prestigious job to 
be involved in and we’re 
delighted to continue that 
excellent working relationship 
with Translink,” said Chris 
Orr, Business Development 
Manager at Eaton. 
Flexibility and reliability were 
key when choosing the most 
appropriate emergency 
lighting system. With that in 

mind, the CGLine+ system from 
Eaton was selected for the new 
Translink project. 
CGLine+ is the evolution of 
three existing EL monitoring 
systems combined into one. 
It features a simple web-
based HMI and is capable 
of monitoring more than 
25,000 luminaires, offering 
the scalability that the Glider 
project required. The system 
is also customisable, meaning 
building plans can be 
uploaded to enable the user 
to pinpoint exactly which unit 
needs attention. 
Another key feature of the 
CGLine+ is its automatic test 

THE CGLINE+ SYSTEM FROM EATON HAS BEEN INSTALLED AT THE NEW 
GLIDER PROJECT…

“We’ve supplied our emergency lighting 
products for several Translink projects.” 

EMERGENCY LIGHTING
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function capability. A control 
module monitors and controls 
all functions of the luminaire 
automatically, including 
function and duration tests. The 
test results are shown on site on 
the luminaire by a status
indicator. The new CGLine+ 
Web-Controller initiates the 
tests, displays the results 
centrally and stores them in 
an electronic log book. The 
log book can be printed 
and displayed on demand; 
this assists the building 
operator in meeting the 
duty of documentation and 
maintaining the safety of the 
building occupants.
Lighting was an extremely 
important element of the Glider 
project. A select range of 
high-end lighting products and 
accessories were suggested 
for the project and it was this 

‘high-end’ requirement that 
led to the CGLine+ system 
being selected. 
Alongside its convenient 
automatic test function 
capability, luminaires do 
not need to be manually 
addressed in the CGLine+ 
system. Luminaires are fitted 
with a unique address by 
the manufacturer consisting 
of a six-digit ID number in 
hex code format. Using this 
address the web controller 
identifies the luminaires 
automatically when the 
system is launched. 
In addition, each luminaire 
can be configured to receive 
a short digital address and 
an individual name with a 
maximum of 20 characters 
so it’s possible to use a name 
which corresponds to the 
location according to the 

planning documents. This 
assists in locating luminaires in 
the building and additional 
repair procedures can even 
be planned remotely in case 
of failure.
The advantages of installing 
Eaton’s CGLine+ system are 
vast. Eaton’s commitment to 
providing electrical solutions 
that use less energy, improve 
power reliability and make the 
places we live and work safer 
and more comfortable made 
it the perfect emergency 
lighting partner for this project. 
As a market leader in 
emergency lighting, the team 
at Eaton understood Translink’s 
very specific requirements for 
the Glider project. 
“We have years of experience 
in emergency lighting and 
I think that experience has 
been recognised by Translink 
through the numerous projects 
we’ve completed for them. 
The Glider project was a great 
one for us to be involved in 
and the fact that we had 
previously worked with both 
the electrical contractor and 
main contractor meant the 
job ran very smoothly,” said 
Chris. 
Eaton’s electrical business is a 
global leader with expertise 
in numerous sectors which 
solve and enhance business 
operations. Expertise include, 
power and circuit distribution, 
back-up and protection, 
control and automation, 
lighting and security and 
structural solutions, as well as 
engineering services. Over the 
past 100 years, the company 
has positioned itself to solve 
today’s most critical electrical 
power management 
challenges.

Chris Orr - Business Development Manager, Eaton
T: +44 (0)7772 605 465
E: ChrisOrr@Eaton.com
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High grade lighting for 
the prestigious ‘Glider’ 
project in Belfast was 

supplied by Electrical & Allied 
Distributors (NI) Ltd. Thanks 
to its unique qualities, the 
D-Series from Holophane was 
specified for the project to 
great effect. This particular 
range from Holophane 
takes all the benefits of LED 
technology and moulds it 
into a high performance, 
high efficacy and long life 
area lighting luminaire. “The 
D-Series was an excellent 
choice for the Translink 
project. It’s a die cast product 
that conforms to EN1706 
AC-46500, with housing 
completely sealed against 
moisture and environmental 
contaminants. It really was an 
excellent choice for a project 
as prestigious and unique 
as this,” said Ken Dougan, 
Director at Electrical & Allied 

Distributors (NI) Ltd.
The D-Series also features a 
‘finned’ thermal management 
system to optimise
thermal management through 
conductive cooling, making 
it capable of delivering over 
100,000 hours LED module 
life. “This particular range 
also offers exceptional 
optical performance, 
producing a well-lit area 
with high uniformity from the 
least amount of lanterns.” 
The LED driver is mounted 
in direct contact with the 
finned housing for cooling 
to promote low operating 
temperature and long 
system life. It also helps users 
realise energy consumption 
goals and demonstrate 
environmental responsibility. 
Unique optics sit below each 
LED to ensure light is delivered 
where it needs to be and 
providing a uniform night-time 

friendly environment with 
minimal light pollution.
Electrical & Allied Distributors 
(NI) Ltd has worked with the 
main contractor, Braham, on 
several projects in the past. 
“We have supplied lighting 
and lighting control products 
to the team at Braham 
on several occasions. An 
excellent working relationship 
helped make this job hassle-
free and we look forward to 
working with them again in 
the near future,” said Ken. 
A distributor of Holophane 
products for over 30 years, 
EAD knows a thing or two 
about choosing the right 
products for the job, as this 
project perfectly highlights. 
Having worked on several 
key projects across Northern 
Ireland, the new home for the 
‘Glider’ is sure to be a worthy 
one to add to their already 
impressive portfolio. 

SUPPLIED BY ELECTRICAL & ALLIED DISTRIBUTORS (NI) LTD, HOLOPHANE 
LIGHTS UP THE GLIDER’S NEW HOME…

Electrical & Allied Distributors (NI) Ltd, Unit 1, M2 Trade Centre, 
38-40 Duncrue Crescent. Belfast, BT3 9BW. T: 0044 (0) 2890 326822

www.eadltd.com

LIGHTING
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With lighting such a 
crucial element of 
the new Translink 

Milewater Service Centre, 
sourcing products from a 
company that understood 
the very specific requirements 
of the project was key. 
P&A Projects specialises in the 
total design, development 
and manufacture of 
standard and specialist 
lighting equipment. Courtney 
McMullan, P&A Projects’ 
NI-based representative, 
was key in the company 
winning the project and he 
liaised with closely AH Design 
to come up with a suitable 
design for the lighting system 
and with Braham Electrical 
during the production and 
installation process to ensure 
the needs of the project were 
met.
P&A Projects supplied the 
bulk of the interior lighting for 
the Glider’s new home from 
a range of recessed and 
suspended products which 
were all custom designed. 
Linear slot lights were 

specified by the consultant for 
this project. 
Philip Ascroft, Managing 
Director, P&A Projects, 
explained, “We had a couple 
of products in our range that 
were ideal for the Glider project. 
We created a special lens to 
ensure the lights fitted into the 
space properly. Throughout the 
entire process, we worked very 
closely with Anthony Hayes in 
AH Design to create the design 
the client was looking for.” 
Adapting products from the 
company’s existing ranges 
meant the client benefitted not 
only from P&A Projects’ high 
manufacturing standards but 
from the company’s ability to 
be innovative. 
“Creating bespoke lighting 
products ensured we met the 
high standards demanded 
by Translink and by the office 
lighting regulations that we 
have to comply with. With 
every project we undertake, we 
strive to ensure we select the 
right products for the job and 
manufacture them to our own 
very high standards.” 

Although straightforward, 
there were some special 
requirements at Milewater. 
“Some of the suspended 
products were painted with 
slightly non-standard colour, 
with a very nice grey applied 
to some of the light fittings 
in certain areas. Excellent 
illumination around desks and 
other areas was also key, so 
the positioning of certain light 
fittings around features in the 
ceiling was very important. 
At all times, we were mindful 
of the exacting standards of 
Translink and we were keen to 
make sure we met them.” 
Philip and the rest of the team 
at P&A Projects were delighted 
to be part of this prestigious 
project. 
“From a lighting  perspective, 
there were some quite unusual 
elements to the job which 
was interesting for us. We’ve 
worked with AH Design and 
also with Henry Brothers in 
the past and that existing 
relationship also helped get us 
over the line. We’re very proud 
of the end result.”

A RANGE OF HIGH QUALITY LIGHTING WAS DESIGNED, MANUFACTURED AND 
SUPPLIED FOR THE GLIDER PROJECT BY P&A PROJECTS…

P&A Projects Ltd, 2 Firefly Square, Plantation Rd,Burscough,
Lancashire, L40 8JT. T: 00353 (0)1704 891333
E: sales@pandaprojects.co.uk www.pandaprojects.co.uk

LIGHTING MANUFACTURER
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In order to avoid 
delays and 
disruption on site, 

large projects like the 
Milewater Service 
Centre require a 
steady stream of 
products from a 
wholesaler that 
can deliver under 
pressure. 
Thanks to an 
impressive portfolio of 
completed projects 
across the country, 
KEW Electrical was 
the electrical wholesaler of 
choice for this venture. The 
company ensured that Braham 
Electrical was supplied with all 
the electrical products they 
needed to avoid delays and 
keep the project running to 
schedule. 
KEW Electrical ensured that 
deliveries were made to site as 
and when they were required. 
Meeting the daily requirements 
of a project of this size was a 
tall order, but nothing that KEW 
Electrical couldn’t handle. 
“We supplied a vast range 
of electrical products to this 
prestigious project. Deliveries 
were made on time and 
sometimes, with multiple 
loads brought to site each 
day. As with every project 
we work on, we were keen 
to ensure the construction 
process ran smoothly and 
wasn’t hampered by slow 
deliveries. We kept in regular 
contact with Braham’s, who 
kept us informed of their 

requirements,” said David 
Adgey, KEW Electrical’s 
General Manager. 
KEW Electrical’s reputation 
for excellence is well known 
in the industry. A high level of 
coordination and planning is 
required for all projects, not 
least one of this size. 
“We also offer a reliable 
service and same-day delivery 
so we’re well positioned to 
keep major projects fully 
stocked and on schedule. 
We carry an extensive stock 
at KEW Electrical Belfast, 
ensuring our customers nearly 
always get the product they 
need. We have also built up 
a network of strong links with 
our suppliers which further 
cements our ability to meet 
the needs of large projects.” 
Translink’s new home for 
the Glider is an unusual 
project, with very specific 
requirements. The electrical 
package for it was significant 
and demanded high 

standards from all the teams 
involved. 
“This was certainly complex 
and challenging but when 
it comes to working on 
projects of this size, we have 
a lot of experience. We strive 
to offer the same levels of 
service to all our customers 
and support single installers 
right through to major M&E 
contractors. With high stock 
levels, we’re in a position to 
meet those needs and we 
also have an enthusiastic and 
highly knowledgeable team 
who work hard to meet your 
needs.”
A substantial amount of 
electrical products were 
supplied by KEW Electrical to 
the Glider project. 
“We’re delighted to have 
played a role in the delivery 
of this project for Translink NI. 
We value our relationship with 
Braham’s and look forward to 
working with the team in the 
future.”

PROMPT DELIVERIES FROM KEW ELECTRICAL ENSURED STRICT TIMELINES WERE 
ADHERED TO…

KEW Electrical, 385 Holywood Road, Belfast, BT4 2LS
T: 0044 (0)28 9047 1727 - E: Belfast@kewelectrical.co.uk

www.kewelectrical.co.uk
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A 
job as complex as 
the Translink project, 
which demanded an 

extremely high standard of 
services, also required only 
the most professional and 
competent construction 
teams.
Unitrunk, a specialist when it 
comes to cable management, 
supplied a large amount of 
containment to Braham for use 
on the project. 
“We supplied Speedway SW4 
cable ladders, heavy duty 
cable trays, Easyconnect 
cable basket and trunking in 
a variety of sizes, including 
Easy-Way Flush Floor trunking 
and Standard and Multi-
compartment trunking systems. 
It was a significant job for us 
and lasted for a six-month 
period,” said Mark Topping, 
Sales Manager, Unitrunk.

The team at Unitrunk 
encountered no specific 
challenges. 
“Thankfully, it was all very 
straightforward and ran 
very smoothly for us. We 
work very well with Braham 
and we maintained an 
excellent working relationship 
throughout the project, 
which allowed us to meet our 
deadline.” 
With the project located within 
easy reach of Unitrunk’s Lisburn 
base, ensuring timely deliveries 
were made to the site was no 
problem for the company. 
“It really was an excellent 
project for us from start to 
finish. We’re well used to larger, 
complex projects, so the 
Translink project didn’t present 
us with any new problems.” 
Unitrunk has been providing 
total cable management 

solutions to the construction 
industry for over 50 years. 
Products supplied by the 
company include standard 
trunking, speedway ladders, 
cable trays, cable baskets, floor 
trunking and steel conduits. 
Unitrunk prides itself on 
unrivalled customer service 
which will, says the company, 
continue for the next 50 years 
and beyond. All products 
supplied by Unitrunk meet 
and surpass all relevant 
standards through its in-house 
manufacturing to ISO 9001-
2015 and CE Accreditation. 
The company has also 
successfully achieved ISO 
14001-2015 and OHSAS 18001 
safety accreditation. Projects 
completed by the company 
include Jersey Fuel Terminal, 
Leeds City Council and Teeside 
University.

SPECIALIST AND RELIABLE SERVICE FROM UNITRUNK…

Unitrunk, Blaris Industrial Estate, Altona Road, Lisburn, BT27 5QB.
T: 0044 (0)28 9262 5100 - E: lisburn@unitrunk.co.uk - www.unitrunk.ie
Follow us:  @UnitrunkRIS   Unitrunk Limited

CABLE MANAGEMENT
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Core showcased 
the company’s 
collaborative 

approach by supplying 
products suitable for the 
varying but specialist 
demands of the offices and 
workshops at the Translink 
Milewater Service Centre.
Core worked with furniture 
company, Work Rest Play, to 
deliver an ergonomic solution 
that matched Translink’s 
aesthetic and practical 
requirements. Slim and stylish, 
the Vision S pole monitor arm 
from CMD Ltd perfectly fits 
into the 180 desks of the new 
modern offices. They enable 

individual rotation and height 
adjustments for an optimum 
position at eye level and 
therefore provide maximal 
user comfort.
The workshop areas 
required robust cable 
management, especially 
on the work benches. Set 
with a short lead in time, 
Core supplied high-quality 
aluminium bench trunking 
from cable management 
leader Marshall-Tufflex. This 
is a sturdy, angled, data-
compliant Cat 7a trunking 
that can be mounted directly 
onto work benches for easy 
and quick installation.

In addition to the products, 
Core also met the project 
requirements for quality 
solutions at highly competitive 
prices, as well as being able 
to offer support services that 
included efficient supply and 
local support on site.

COLLABORATIVE APPROACH FROM THE EXPERT TEAM AT CORE...

Core (RoI): 01 453 7033
Core (NI): 028 9002 0066

www.coreelectrical.com 

SPECIALIST TRUNKING AND ERGONOMICS

“Core worked with 
furniture company, 
Work Rest Play, to 
deliver an ergonomic 
solution that matched 
Translink’s aesthetic 
and practical 
requirements.”



CONTACT DETAILS:

Find out more, visit www.coreelectrical.com/core-solutions

Core ROI (Dublin):
Core NI (Belfast):

T. +353 (0)1 453 7033
T. +44 (0)28 9002 0066 E. info@coreelectrical.com

E. info@coreelectrical.ie

Steel cable
containment

DALI lighting 
controls

Modular wiring
systems

KNX building 
automation

Underfloor to 
desk power

Flat cable
systems

Intelligent electrical solutions  
for modern environments

Designing unique systems, we create solutions that are highly 
efficient and importantly reduce installation times

CORE SOLUTIONS PROVIDE:
•	 Design, integration, commissioning, maintenance and project management
•	 Reduced installation time and costs 
•	 Market-leading products from European and UK’s manufacturers
•	 Coordinated delivery for optimised installation
•	 Best practice procedures for LEED and BREEAM compliance

S  lutions
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Core - known within the 
wholesale world for the 
distribution of market leading 

brands - has recently restructured the 
company to create a new division 
called Core Solutions.
While Core Distribution remains 
responsible for the development of 
wholesale brands such as Marshall-
Tufflex, Airflow and Basor, this will be 
complemented by the system-based, 

engineered solutions offered by 
Core Solutions.
Core Solutions offers turnkey 
solutions that incorporates services 
ranging from advice, consultation 
and design through to the supply 
and commissioning of turnkey 
projects with modular wiring, DALI/
Lon/KNX lighting control systems 
and underfloor to desk power 
solutions. 

Core’s relationship with world-class 
suppliers is matched by a talented, 
knowledgeable and dedicated 
team offering power, data and 
lighting solutions for smart, energy 
efficient buildings. This has already 
proved to be a success on a wide 
range of major projects, ranging 
from hyperscale data centres, 
intelligent office space, commercial 
buildings, factories and many more.

MEET THE EXPERT TEAM DELIVERING INTELLIGENT ELECTRICAL SOLUTIONS ACROSS 
IRELAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND…

COMPANY PROFILE

Hanover Quay, Dublin

Hanover Quay, DublinCapital Dock, Dublin

Project knowledge 
and expertise is at the 
heart of Core Solutions
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John McDonagh - 
Core Solutions 
Director - John 
heads up the Core 
Solutions team. 
Having trained 
as an electrician, 
John understands the requirements 
of contractors and, thanks to 
his experience on a variety of 
prestigious projects, he also has 
knowledge of the needs of end-
clients and specifiers.
“What we offer is a lot more than 
just the supply and commissioning 
of world-class products,” explained 
John. “We have a team of solution 
managers who are dedicated to 
working with our customers to find 
bespoke solutions.
“Starting at the design stages, we 
have a high level of expertise on 
delivering smart, intelligent, green 
buildings that meet the latest 
regulations. We have proven this 
time and again on projects for 
some of the biggest names in the 
world, including hyperscale data 
centres and smart offices.
“This success is down to the 
experience, knowledge and 
capability of our team.”

Ciara McNerney - 
Underfloor to 
Desk Solution 
Manager - As a 
qualified electrician 
combined with 
extensive product 
knowledge, Ciara is able to offer a 
unique insight into the underfloor to 
desk solutions available from Core. 
“My focus is on making the 
transition from design through 
to completion as seamless as 
possible. Working closely with 
architects, consultants, contractors 
and furniture manufacturers to 
ensure we meet required electrical 
regulations but also meet the 

practical requirements of each 
project.
“I’ve been in the industry for 18 
years and have worked with our 
two main suppliers, CMD Ltd and 
Cableduct for most of that time. 
Having the connection with these 
manufacturers is crucial to our 
success.”

Jay Byrne - 
Modular Wiring, 
Flat Cable and 
Lighting Controls 
Solution Manager 
With previous 
experience working 
as an electrical contractor, in the 
electrical wholesale sector and 
also in a more technical role for 
a manufacturer, Jay has gained 
the ability to look at issues from 
different perspectives.
“I design solutions that are quicker 
and easier to install for contractors. 
On a specifier’s point of view 
you’re looking for flexibility which 
will future-proof a building. We 
have plug-and-play solutions that 
are perfect for this. And with our 
lighting controls, operability is key 
to ensure compatibility with other 
systems.”
His focus is to deliver solutions 
that are highly-efficient, to install - 
allowing for project acceleration, 
and also energy-efficiency in 
operation.
“I look for the best fit for a project, 
both now and in the future, and 
for all parties involved - specifier, 
contractor and client. We start at 
the design stage.”

John Curley - 
Modular Wiring 
and Lighting 
Control Support 
Engineer - Working 
closely with Jay 
Byrne, John is highly 

proficient on system design and 
AutoCAD, meaning he can 
provide bespoke system solutions 
backed by technical sales and 
support services. Having worked 
in the industry for 24 years, he is 
one of the latest additions to the 
Core team.
“I worked with Jay in the past, 
so we make a good team,” he 
said. “Core places the focus on 
the customer and since joining 
earlier this year I have been 
impressed by our access to 
world-class manufacturers.”

Gary Kane - 
Underfloor to 
Desk Sales 
Support - Gary 
has been with 
Core for two 
years and is a 
vital cog in the wheel, providing 
cost-effective quotations 
to contractors and furniture 
companies along with advice 
and information on supply and 
delivery requirements.

Dom Delaney - 
Technical 
Director
Dom’s perfect 
combination 
of academic 
knowledge, 
practical experience and 
in-depth understanding of 
regulatory requirements, 
means he is a major part of 
every major project, ensuring 
the provision of efficient, high-
quality engineering designs and 
electrical systems. Dom heads up 
the team of commissioning and 
support engineers and also plays 
a central role in the continuous 
improvement and development 
of the broader Core team 
through mentoring and training.

Core (RoI): 01 453 7033   Core (NI): 028 9002 0066   www.coreelectrical.com
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whole of Ireland. It will play a 
crucial role in Rointe’s ambitious 
expansion plans within the 
Irish market and is a significant 
milestone for the company, 
reflecting growth and demand for 
its products.
“When it comes to finding electric 
heating solutions for your home, 
business or project, we are the 
best on the market. We provide 
technologically advanced and 
energy efficient heating systems 
that create comfortable homes 
without excessive consumption or 
unnecessary costs. Welcome to the 
future of electric heating, today,” 
said Antonio.

T: 00353 (0)1 553 0523 
E: sales@rointe.ie

handy click and collect, providing 
customers with flexible options and 
easier access to the company’s 
extensive product portfolio. 
With a capacity for over 1,000 
products, the new centre will 
increase stock levels to meet 
growing demand from the Irish 
market and provide a strong 
platform to add value to Rointe 
Heating’s brand, delivering a higher 
standard of service to customers.
The new Rointe distribution centre 
in Dublin also provides facilities 
for training, giving new installers, 
contractors and customers’ access 
to the company’s comprehensive 
training and product awareness 
programs.
Opening in March 2019, the new 
logistics centre can service the 

ROINTE HEATING IS CELEBRATING THE OPENING OF A NEW DISTRIBUTION CENTRE IN DUBLIN…

Meeting industry demand

Rointe Heating has announced 
the opening of its new 
distribution facility, situated 

within the Dublin Bluebell Industrial 
Estate. 
Investment in this new, strategically-
located, distribution centre reflects 
the continuous expansion of the 
business and increasing customer 
demand in the Irish market.
“We’re thrilled to open a new 
distribution centre in Dublin,” said 
Antonio Dengra, CEO of Rointe 
Heating. “We’ve chosen to make 
an investment in our Irish logistics 
network in order to meet 
customers’ growing needs. 
It means we can offer a 
better service by providing 
next-day delivery, along 
with click and collect 
options, showing we can 
adapt to changes in 
shopping habits.”
The addition of this large 
warehouse space will 
enable the company 
to facilitate quicker 
and more efficient 
overnight deliveries. Goods can 
be packaged and shipped the 
same day for next day delivery or 

“When it comes to finding 
electric heating solutions 
for your home, business or 
project, we are the best on 
the market.”
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using wireless products, have 
increased demand for fully 
integrated solutions,” said David 
Ribbons, Senior Director of 
Sales, Europe & Africa at Lutron. 
“Early smart home devices 
were aimed at entertainment, 
but now control of comfort 
and environment are following 
closely behind.
“Lutron has served the luxury 
market for smart connected 
homes for 20 years and we’re 
excited to bring that same level 
of quality and reliability to a 
wider audience.” 
David continued, “RA2 Select 
puts total control in the hands of 
the end-user – allowing them to 
manage and personalise their 
system in any way. This makes 
it an ideal solution for home-
owners  who want the benefits 
of a professionally installed 
smart home system, but also the 
flexibility and power to make 
their own changes via the app.” 

The latest smart home controls 
from Lutron Electronics are 
now available from AJ Hurst.

RA2 Select from lighting control 
pioneer, Lutron Electronics, is a 
whole-home lighting and shading 
control system designed to meet 
the needs of any residential 
property. 
The new system is configured 
by default and easily 
personalised by the home-owner. 
Recommended lighting and 
shading scenes are automatically 

created as each device is added 
to the system, improving speed of 
installation and ease of use.
The simple, fast and flexible 
system provides smart home 
capabilities, personalised control 
and added convenience for the 
home-owner. A free app allows 
users to monitor and adjust lights 
and blinds on their smart device 
wherever they are, offering 
complete control. 
RA2 Select also seamlessly 
integrates with other smart home 

technologies bringing added 
simplicity to the smart home, 
including Amazon Alexa, 

Apple® HomeKit™, 
The Google® 
Assistant, Honeywell 
Wi-Fi Thermostats, 
Nest and Sonos.
“Modern 
technologies such 
as voice assistants, 
alongside our 
growing comfort 

NOW AVAILABLE FROM AJ HURST, THIS WIRELESS LIGHTING AND BLIND CONTROL 
SYSTEM GIVES HOME-OWNERS COMFORT, CONVENIENCE AND CONTROL WITH ABILITY 
TO PERSONALISE LIGHTING SCENARIOS VIA AN INTUITIVE APP…

SMART HOME CONTROL 
with Lutron RA2 Select
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INSTALLATION
The wireless system makes it 
ideal for retrofit applications 
and can save costs in new 
construction. The only wiring 
required for RA2 Select is the 
in-line dimmers and switches. 
The Main Repeater is simply 
plugged in to a wall socket for 
power and connected to the 
home network for integration.  
Auxiliary repeaters can be 
added to extend the range of 
the system for large homes. 
All wall switches, dimmers 
and sensors are wireless and 
do not require any intrusive 
work. This means decorating 
can be finished before the 
wireless switches are fitted. 
For any existing switches, 
the wired switch is removed, 
existing cables terminated 
in the backbox and the Pico 
faceplate is installed in its 
place.
Setup of RA2 Select is as 
easy as downloading the 
Lutron RA2 Select app, which 
is available in both Apple 
and Android app stores. 
Personalising the scenes is 

simple and can be done any 
time by the installer or the 
home-owner.  

CONTROL
RA2 Select lets the user control 
lighting and blinds on their 
smartphone or tablet using 
the free Lutron RA2 Select 
app. This means home-owners 
can control lights, blinds and 
temperature in the comfort of 
their home or from anywhere 
in the world. RA2 Select also 
includes functions such as 
scheduling, arriving/leaving 
home and smart away (which 
gives the impression a home is 
occupied).
Finally, Lutron’s patented Clear 
Connect wireless technology 
sets the bar for reliability, 
which means the system 
can be trusted to work with 
precision and accuracy, free 
from interference with other 
frequency bands, every time 
it’s used. Wi-Fi does not affect 
the system’s performance - if 
there is an internet outage, 
only the app and smart device 
will stop working.

AJ Hurst and Lutron have been working 
together for over 35 years and the two 
companies have grown together in 
strength.
Lutron has been a pioneer of dimmable 
lighting technology since the 1950’s while 
AJ Hurst, formed in 1936, is currently one 
of the UK’s leading suppliers of electrical, 
lighting, communication and power system 
equipment.
AJ Hurst became one of the first 
independent companies outside of 
America to become a supplier of Lutron 
products and that partnership has only 
strengthened over the years.
In addition to the residential solutions that 
are installed everywhere from single-room 
apartments to palatial homes, including the 
White House and Windsor Castle, AJ Hurst 
also supplies Lutron’s commercial products 
as well.
These light controls have proven essential in 
hotels, restaurants, retail stores, conference 
facilities, educational facilities, hospitals, 
museums, and public spaces. Lutron light 
control systems beautify some of the world’s 
most prestigious public locations: the 
Statue of Liberty; the Guggenheim Museum 
in Bilbao, Spain; and the Bank of China 
headquarters in Beijing, to name just a few.
As an authorised Lutron partner, AJ 
Hurst’s in-house lighting team can 
advise and guide customers through the 
design process. Whether it’s residential 
or commercial, the team’s experience, 
exceptional service and attention to detail 
helps to deliver projects on time and within 
budget.
Graham Kitchen, Technical Services 
Manager, said, “Our long-established 
relationship with Lutron gives our customers 
complete peace of mind and means 
we are the company’s trusted supplier in 
Northern Ireland.”

A long-term partnership

For more information on the Lutron range, 
contact AJ Hurst T: 0044 (0)28 9077 0037
E: online-sales@ajhurst.com - www.ajhurst.com
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LIGHTING

The 2019 Preslite 
catalogue is out now 
and it is packed with a 

series of new additions to the 
LED retrofit lamps range.
Preslite – distributors of 
the Greenlamp brand – is 
a leading LED lighting 
company based in Dublin 
that services electrical 
wholesalers and lighting 
showrooms across the UK 
and Ireland and the latest 
catalogue showcases the 
high quality solutions on 
offer.
Some of the new additions 
include: 

THE VECTOR 
A versatile bulkhead that 
comes in a 12w 4000k 
version and 18w CCT version, 
the Vector also offers an 
option of various trims. The 
Vector can also be supplied 
with emergency packs 
and also with a microwave 
sensor.

CHAMPION 20W MINI 
C/W PHOTOCELL
The new Champion 20w Mini 
C/W Photocell is a great 
addition for any commercial 
application boasting a 
massive 130 lumens per watt.

“Our latest catalogue showcases
the high quality solutions on offer.”

NEW 2019 CATALOGUE INCLUDES SOME 
EXCITING NEW ADDITIONS…

Preslite unveils 
new catalogue
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LIGHTING

VITO GARAGE / CAR 
PARK FITTING 
This has been a huge success 
since its launch. It has an 
IP Rating of 65 and can be 
supplied with or without 
dimming motion sensor.

MULTI-BAY
This is a new 165W fitting with 
24500 lumen. The Multi-Bay 
is an ideal option for many 
different applications like 
commercial units and sports 
halls, and this fitting can be 
supplied with many different 
mounting fixtures, lenses, wire 
guard protection etc.

2 IN1 EMERALD 
DOWNLIGHT
This is another customer 
favourite and the new 2 in 
1 Emerald Downlight with 
adjustable springs can be 
used as a recessed or surface 
fitting. It has a cut-out ranging 
from 65mm-205mm and is also 
dimmable. Like the successful 
launch of 18w last year, two 
more sizes - 12w and 6.5w – 
have been added.

CAMBRIDGE 58W LED 
BATTEN
There has been huge interest 
Cambridge 58w LED Batten 

since it was launched and 
this  new product is proving 
to be especially popular for 
office and school fit-outs. 
These fittings are available 
in standard and also in 
emergency.

LED CORN LAMPS
Preslite is the largest distributor 
of high powered Corn lights 
in Ireland, with a wide range 
starting from 15w right up to 
200w - all with 130lumens per 
watt,  IP65 rating and boasting 
a 5 year warranty.

These new additions are all 
part of the comprehensive 
range of Greenlamp LED 
products for the electrical and 
lighting industries, including 
LED retrofit lamps, LED 
floodlights, LED emergency 
lighting and LED industrial 
lighting. The extensive range 
of LED lamps from Greenlamp 
covers everything from slimline 
decorative floods to industrial 
and warehouse light, CCT fire-
rated LED downlights, panels 
and much more.

Preslite Distribution Limited, 700 Sycamore Road , 
Western Industrial Estate, Dublin 12, Ireland. T: +353 1 454 1015
E: sales@presliteireland.com - www.greeenlamp.ie

EXTENSIVE RANGE OF LED LAMPS IN STOCK

“These new additions are all part of the 
comprehensive range of Greenlamp LED 

products for the electrical and lighting industries.”



SMART SOLUTIONS
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If you are a wholesaler, retailer 
or a DIY store and would like to 
partner with ENER-J and take 
advantage of its POS display, 
e-mail info@ener-j.co.uk. 
T: 0044 (0)1 291 446105

ENER-J offers products that bring 
convenience for the whole 
family, from checking that the 

kids are home safe to adjusting the 
heating before you get through the 
door. 
With simple-to-use, easy-to-install 
and affordable smart home product 
range, ENER-J products work on 
WiFi-based technology and do not 
need any hub or a bridge. Users 
can change product by product or 
room by room and slowly convert 
the whole house or office into a 
smarter place without spending too 
much at one go. 
Formed in 2016, ENER-J is a UK-Asian 
smart home software solutions 
company based in Caldicot, South 
Wales, with an international team 
of highly skilled software, hardware, 
firmware and back end engineers. 

Its founders have been 
designing and trading in LED 
lamps and luminaries since 
2008, having sold more than 
10 million lights including some 
of the very first LED bulbs and 
recessed downlights. ENER-J 
is deployed in 25 different 
countries across Europe, 
Australia and the Asia Pacific.
To support electrical 
wholesalers and retailers, 
ENER-J offers POS that will 
help them display ENER-J 
stocks effectively and 
increase sales. The retail POS 
has two live products – WiFi 
GU10 and WiFi LED lamp - which 
allow the wholesaler/retailer to pair 
with their smart phone and give 
demonstrations to their clients, if 
required. 

ENER-J OFFERS RETAIL POS FOR TRADE COUNTERS AND RETAILERS…

Smart solutions from ENER-J
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INSULATING MATS

TEC Electric now has a range 
of Raychem’s electrical 
insulating mats in stock.

Raychem RPG electrical 
insulation mats are high voltage 
rubber mats that conform to IEC 
61111.
Manufactured using high quality 
elastomer rubber, the mats 
provide complete protection 
against electric shocks due to 
earth faults. The high quality 
range offers a number of 
benefits, including:

•	 Material:	Elastomer	rubber
•	 Surface:	Antiskid	Fabric	Finish		 	
 and Antiskid Corrugation Finish
•	 Operating	temperature:	-40oC	
 to +55oC
•	 Testing:	Tested	every	meter	for		
 withstanding voltage.
•	 Availability:	Class	0*,	1,	2,	3*	
 and 4 (*ex stock).
•	 Compliance:	REACH,		ROHS2		 	
 Zero Halogen
•	 Standards:	ASTM	D178,	
 IEC 61111

Insulating matting should 
be installed in front of 
low, medium and high 
voltage switchboards, in 
front of machine control 
hear, in plant and lift gear 
control rooms and as 
portable protection for site 
engineers.
When used in conjunction 
with other personal 
protective electrical 
safety equipment, such 
as insulating gloves and 
boots and, in some cases, 
arc flash protection, these 
insulating mats provide a 
safe working environment 
for those working on live 
electrical equipment.
The Raychem matting is 
suitable for both indoor 
and outdoor usage and 
insulates the worker from 
the ground up to avoid 
the crossing of electrical 
currents in instances of 
direct contact or a flash.

RANGE OF ELECTRICAL INSULATING MATS NOW IN STOCK…

Safety first with Tec Electric

The maximum nominal voltage 
of the installation determines 
the class of matting required, 
as per IEC 61111, and the 
specifications to meet the 
standard are in place with the 
Raychem range. These include: 

•	 Puncture	resistance	test
•	 Dielectric	test
•	 Flame	retardant	test
•	 Acid	resistance	test
•	 Oil	resistance	test

CENELEC (European 
Committee for Electrotechnical 

Standardisation) has been 
harmonising European safety 
products for a number of years 
and the IEC (International 
Electroctechnical Commission) 
drew up electrical safety 
matting standard IEC 6111 
in 1992 which was revised in 
2009. The IEC 61111 standard 
categorises products by 
working voltage, and 
allocates a class of protection 
against these. Each meter of 
matting is colour-coded to 
highlight what level of protect 
it offers.

Up to standard

“These insulating 
mats provide 
a safe working 
environment for 
those working 
on live electrical 
equipment.”

Class 0
Withstand 
10KV 
Working 
voltage
1000 VAC

Class 3
Withstand 
40KW
Working 
voltage
26500 VAC

TEC Electric, Units F2/F3 Weatherwell Business Park, Clondalkin, Dublin, 
D22 HN36 Ireland. Tel: (01) 457 2445 - Email: electrical@tec.ie
www.tecelectric.ie
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FIRE AND SECURITY

The FlexiPoint detector brings further 
versatility and convenience to this 
new range.  As well as offering 7 
different modes of fire detection 
including combined heat and 
smoke, it is also available with an 
inbuilt sounder or inbuilt sounder 
strobe, which will assist with a 
compact install solution (as the 
detector and sounder is all-in-one 
as opposed to separate units).   Due 
to the different options, FlexiPoint 
offers convenience for wholesalers 
and installers, as they will not be 
required to carry a complete range 
of devices.  
With its adaptability, speed of 
installation and cost-effectiveness, 
MAGDUO provides an ideal fire 
alarm solution for a range of small 
to medium sized projects such as 
restaurants, retail outlets, schools, 
offices, apartments and hotels.   
ESPi is offering full training on the 
new system to all wholesalers and 
installers.
T: 00353 (0)1 5577 290 
E: info@espi.ie - www.espi.ie

ESPi is expanding its range 
of fire protection products 
with the launch of the new 

MAGDUO Two-Wire Fire Alarm 
System range.
This brings a totally new collection 
of products to the company’s 
growing MAGfire Fire Protection 
category.  MAGDUO will sit 
alongside the existing MAG 
Conventional Fire Alarm products 
and the MAGPRO Addressable 
range – fulfilling the increasing 
demand from customers for this 
latest technology.
The MAGDUO Two-Wire fire 
alarm system is aimed at small 
to medium contractors, offering 
them a highly flexible and 
adaptable system that will save 
them time and money on the 
installation process.  
Two-Wire fire alarm systems are 
based on standard conventional 
system technology. Unlike 
standard conventional four wired 
systems where the detectors, 
call points and alarm devices 
for each zone are wired on 
separate circuits, MAGDUO utilises 
intelligent Two-Wire technology, 
which allows all devices to be 
wired on the same set of two-core 
zone cables back to the control 
panel - enabling it to use a single 
circuit per zone both for detection 
and to power the sounders.  
This advanced technology can 
reduce both installation and 

material costs.
The system is ‘Two-Wire’ 
meaning that all system 
devices can be installed 
on the same circuit 
with the capacity for 
up to 32 devices per 
zone. This, however, 
is dependent on the 
Device Loading Unit 
(DLU).  Full information 
is provided within the 
product technical 
specification details. 
MAGDUO will support 
2-8 Zone applications.   
In total, ESPi’s new 
range will comprise 
some 25 separate 
products including 2, 4 and 8-Zone 
fire panels (available in a grey or 
black finish), as well as repeater 
panels – also in grey and black – 
with the 4 and 8 zone panels able to 
support up to 8 repeater panels. A 
FlexiPoint detector is programmable 
to 7 different modes, including 
smoke and heat detection and 
there are various sounders, strobes 
and call points in the range. 
A key benefit is the built-in Alarm 
Confirmation Feature which allows 
the selection of a confirmation 
period for individual detectors and 
therefore confirm if the smoke/heat 
detected is an actual fire – and not 
a false alarm.
Until an alarm has been confirmed 
within an individual area, only that 
area is evacuated. At the same 
time, if an alarm is confirmed 
in a common area, the device 
initiates a full alarm, evacuating 
all surrounding areas. This unique 
conventional panel feature is 
vital where two-stage alarms are 
required.

FULL TRAINING IS AVAILABLE ON THIS HIGHLY FLEXIBLE AND ADAPTABLE SYSTEM THAT 
WILL SAVE TIME AND MONEY ON THE INSTALLATION PROCESS… 

ESPi LAUNCHES NEW 
Two-Wire Fire Alarm System



SALES  •  REPAIRS  •  CALIBRATION  •  HIRE

Cuthbertson Laird Group
SPECIALIST	IN	THE	TEST	&	MEASURING	INDUSTRY

TRUSTED	BY	THE	WORLD’S	LEADING	TEST	
INSTRUMENT	MANUFACTURERS

Unit	4,	River	Park,	Blackwater	Road

Mallusk	BT36	4TZ

Tel:	(028)	9083	0302

Email:	belfast@cuthbertsonlaird.co.uk

https://cuthbertsonlaird.co.uk

https://cuthbertsonlaird.ie
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TEST & MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

with new technologies and best 
practice procedures.
For nearly 40 years, Cuthbertson 
Laird Group has supplied leading 
test instruments to the UK market 
and is well established as one of the 
best known technical distributors in 
Ireland and the UK.
The company is an approved 
distributor for the leading 
manufacturers of electrical 
and electronic test instruments 
including Megger, Fluke, FLIR, GE 
Druck, Testo, Chauvin Arnoux, 
Seaward, Radiodetection, T&R Test 
Equipment, Budenberg, Mitutuyo 
and many more..
Cuthbertson Laird Group also 
provides a nationwide calibration 
and repair service, with local 
facilities for the servicing of 
electrical, temperature, pressure, 
HVAC, safety, airflow, Flue gas 
analysis, power quality and thermal 
imaging equipment etc.

T: (NI) 028 9083 0302 or 
(RoI) 0044 28 9083 0302 
E: belfast@cuthbertsonlaird.co.uk
W: www.cuthbertsonlaird.co.uk

In the last few years, Cuthbertson 
Laird Group has seen 
unprecedented growth thanks 

to a buoyant service sector in 
Northern Ireland. This has led to 
more pressure on engineers and 
contractors to ensure their test 
instruments are serviced and 
calibrated within a tighter than 
normal timescale.
Nick Compton, Technical Sales 
Engineer, said, “The feedback 
that we have been receiving 
from our customers suggests that 
downtime on their key 
equipment, such as 
multifunction testers 
and flue gas analysers, 
while they’re being 
calibrated is a major 
factor in choosing their 
service partner.” He 
added, “This is why 
we offer excellent 
standard turnaround 
times  of two to three 
days. We can even 
offer a premium service for same 
day turnaround when needed 
urgently for an audit or emergency 
call-out.”
The latest development is the 
announcement that Cuthbertson 
Laird Group has been made the 
exclusive distributor in Ireland for 
Chauvin Arnoux and now hold a 
large stock in the Belfast showroom 
of the power quality, insulation 
and resistance testers and 
environmental meters to measure 
sound, light, airspeed and many 
more.
Cuthbertson Laird Group has 
also been made an Approved 
Distributor and Service Centre 
for Testo. With only one other 
company offering this service, 
Cuthbertson Laird Group now 
has the facilities to service and 
calibrate Testo Flue Gas Analysers 

in the Mallusk branch.
Mark Curistan, Service Manager, 
said, “At a time when many of our 
customers offer both mechanical 
and electrical services, we wanted 
to be able to offer a one stop 
shop to supply and service test 
equipment for customers who have 
both electrical and mechanical 
engineers.”
Looking to the future, Cuthbertson 
Laird Group remains committed 
to supporting its customers’ 
requirements by bringing services 
normally only offered in mainland 
UK to Northern Ireland. Over 
the past year, the company 
has invested heavily in new 
staff, equipment and training to 
increase its service and calibration 
capabilities. These improvements 
ensure that the company meets the 
latest standards and is up to date 

SPECIALIST SERVICES AND EXPERT WORKMANSHIP FROM CUTHBERTSON LAIRD GROUP…

NI’s trusted calibration partner
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NORTHERN NIRELAND’S ELECTRICAL AWARDS 2019

PEOPLE AWARDS
•	 Apprentice	of	the	Year
•	 Sales	Representative	of	the	Year
•	 Unsung	Hero
•	 Overall	Achievement	Award

WHOLESALER AWARDS
•	 Electrical	Wholesaler	of	the	Year
Open to all wholesalers – separate 
categories for independent and multi-
national wholesalers.

The entries will be judged by an 
independent panel of judges and the 
winners will be announced at a Gala 
Awards Night at the Crowne Plaza 
Hotel, Belfast, on Friday, June 21.

Entries are now open for 
Northern Ireland’s Electrical 
Awards 2019, in association with 

The Electrotechnical Certification 
Scheme (ECS). Rewarding the 
country’s best contractors, 
wholesalers, manufacturers and 
people, you have until April 12, 2019 
to get your entry form in for Northern 
Ireland’s only dedicated awards for 
this sector.
The process has been streamlined to 
make it even easier for you to enter, 
for free, while the various categories 
have been designed to recognise 
the contribution of companies of 
every size. Categories include:

PRODUCT AWARDS
•	 Lighting	Product	of	the	Year
•	 Electrical	Product	of	the	Year

CONTRACTOR AWARDS
•	 Electrical	Contractor	of	the	Year
•	 Domestic	Contractor	of	the	Year
•	 Fire	&	Security	Contractor
 of the Year
•	 Specialist	Contractor	of	the	Year

PROJECT AWARDS
•	 Lighting	Project	of	the	Year
•	 Domestic	Electrical	Project	
 of the Year
•	 Commercial	Electrical	Project	
 of the Year

YOU HAVE UNTIL APRIL 12 TO GET YOUR ENTRY IN FOR NORTHERN IRELAND’S ONLY 
DEDICATED AWARDS FOR THIS SECTOR…

Northern Ireland’s Electrical Awards 
NOW OPEN FOR ENTRIES!

A range of opportunities exist to 
sponsor an award and demonstrate 
your support for excellence and 
innovation in our industry. E-mail 
janice@kmpltd.co.uk for more 
information.

Sponsor an award

To enter visit www.elecmagazine.com or e-mail  janice@kmpltd.co.uk 



GES Group partner with the world’s #1 
comprehensive motor manufacturer

BY COMBINING OUR TECHNICAL CAPABILITIES AND EXPERTISE, 
WE CAN PROVIDE SIGNIFICANT VALUE TO OUR CUSTOMERS.
 
Our value-added services, as an authorised partner, include:

•	Express	availability	and	local	stocks
•	Project	management,	sizing,	and	on-site	commissioning
•	Preventive	and	predictive	maintenance
•	Repairs,	overhauls,	and	rewinds
•	Efficiency	analysis

GES Group Head Office
Automation & Services

Pennybridge Industrial Estate
Ballymena

Co. Antrim BT42 3HB

GES Group - Mallusk
Motors & Mechanical

Hyde Park Industrial Estate
McKinney	Road	Newtownabbey

Co. Antrim BT36 4PX

T: +44(28) 2565 6406
E: info@ges-group.com
w: www.ges-group.com
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COMPANY NEWS

as: motors, pumps, compressors, 
generators, and gearboxes. With 
the ability to be used both indoors 
and outdoors, and for multiple 
sensors to report into one online 
user interface in real time, it is truly 
a piece of affordable technology 
that can have remarkable 
benefits for a range of businesses, 
manufacturers, and industries.
By combining technical capabilities 
and expertise, GES Group can 
provide significant value to its 
customers through the Nidec 
partnership. As an authorised 
partner, value-added services 
include express availability and 
local stocks; project management, 
sizing and on-site commissioning 
preventive and predictive 
maintenance; repairs, overhauls 
and rewinds; and equipment 
efficiency analysis.
T: 0044 (0)28 2565 6406 
E: info@ges-group.com 
www.ges-group.com

The 4th industrial revolution 
is creating significant 
opportunities for businesses 

across all sectors, with 
unprecedented improvements 
now achievable in productivity 
and equipment performance by 
combining skills, technology, and 
data analytics.
Real-time condition monitoring 
of assets and equipment involves 
collecting and analysing vibration 
and temperature data to 
determine equipment health. This 
valuable information can then be 
used to transition from reactive 
maintenance, and even preventive 
maintenance, to the more 
effective and efficient predictive 
maintenance.   
Nidec, the world’s #1 
comprehensive motor 
manufacturer and world leader 
in industrial alternators, acquired 
globally recognised brands Leroy 
Somer and Control Techniques 
in 2017. Now, the company has 
launched a new, game-changing 
remote asset condition monitoring 
platform called Forecyte, which 
minimises unexpected equipment 
failure, reduces operating costs, 
extends service life, and boosts 
up-time.
The innovative technology uses 
a battery-powered and wireless 
sensor, which is IP55 rated, to 
send encrypted data to the 
cloud, where it is aggregated, 
stored, analysed, and visualised 
using an intuitive, user-friendly 
web interface. The data can be 
accessed at any time, from any 
location, using a browser on a web-
enabled device.
Nidec recently announced GES 
Group as its all-Ireland authorised 

distributor and repair agent for 
Leroy Somer, and the Northern 
Ireland-based and award-winning 
electrical and mechanical 
engineering company is now also 
their partner for the installation and 
delivery of the Forecyte condition 
monitoring system.
David Moore, GES Group Managing 
Director, stated, “Unexpected 
equipment failure leads to costly 
downtime and equipment 
damage. By transitioning to a 
more modern condition monitoring 
approach, there are real wins to be 
had for savvy businesses who are 
seeking to reduce operational costs 
while maximising on up-time.
“Forecyte has excellent potential 
for a range of sectors in Northern 
Ireland, and we are excited to be 
able to deliver such innovative 
technology to our customers at 
incredibly cost-effective prices.”
The Forecyte system can be used 
with a range of equipment, such 

MINIMISE UNEXPECTED EQUIPMENT FAILURE, REDUCE OPERATING COSTS, EXTEND SERVICE 
LIFE, AND BOOST UP-TIME WITH THIS NEW SERVICE AVAILABLE FROM GES GROUP…

Game-changing remote asset 
condition monitoring with Forecyte 

By combining technical capabilities and expertise, 
GES Group can provide significant value to its 
customers through the Nidec partnership.

Lorraine Farrell, Customer Relations Manager, GES Group, Ray McHugh, Technical Manager, GES Group, 
and Geoff Bowen, Sales Engineer, Nidec Leroy-Somer, showcase the Forecyte range.
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LIGHTING

Saxby Lighting has extended the company’s popular 
IkonPRO decking kit range with a CCT version. 
This new kit gives users the choice of two colours 

within each head. Either 3,000K or 4,000K in one kit or 
the other kit offers 6,500K or blue. It is possible to create 
a different mood or highlight zones with different colours 
using only one kit!
Using the unique design of removable and 
interchangeable heads to change colour, you simply lift 
the LED head out of the connector, turn the head 180° 
and reinsert into the loom - as simple as that!
The IkonPRO range is very easy to install, specially 
designed to be fitted and wired during the decking 
build stage without the heads. The supplied rubber caps 
protect the fitting from the elements until the decking is 
complete. 
Available in a variety of sizes and colours, plus the 
option of additional PIR presence or twilight detectors, 
these can be added into the loom with no extra wiring 
required. Each kit is IP67 and can be walked over.

Saxby Lighting is offering a new range of under 
cabinet style fittings which feature colour changing 
technology. 

The new ranges offer the choice of warm white through 
to cool white with a simple flick of a switch on each 
fitting. This colour changing technology offers flexibility 
for users and installers as only one fitting is required.
This technology is available within the Hera CCT, Nyx 
CCT and Sleek CCT. The surface mounted Hera CCT and 
Nyx CCT are daisy chain linked for easy install and are 
compatible with the Saxby Lighting range of switches. 
Functions include dimming, PIR, push or IR on/of and the 
range is available in a satin nickel finish.
The Sleek CCT is available in three lengths and a choice 
of three colour temperatures to suit the required space. 
The fittings can be directly interconnected together 
for a seamless line of light or use the Sleek link lead for 
corners and more flexible linking (link and power lead 
available separately). The shade has a light diffusing 
technology giving a soft glow.

Kit includes 10 x 0.75W 
heads, 15W LED driver, 

5m extension cable, 2 x 5 
way looms & 3 pin plug.

To view the full range visit www.saxbylighting.com

SAXBY LIGHTING OFFERS CHOICE, WITH COLOUR CHANGING TECHNOLOGY IN JUST 
ONE FITTING FOR INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR SOLUTIONS…

It’s decking easy!

Flexibility for users and installers
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CASE STUDY ARDS BLAIR MAYNE WELLBEING AND LEISURE COMPLEX

H.M. Electrics Ltd 
completed a 
comprehensive 

electrical installation with main 
contractor Heron Bros at Ards 
Blair Mayne Wellbeing and 
Leisure Complex. 
The £30million landmark for 
Ards and North Down Borough 
Council contains a variety of 
facilities ranging from an Aqua 
Centre, a dome-covered 

synthetic turf training area, 
sports halls, luxury spa, fitness 
studios, administration and 
multi-use rooms as well as a 
range of external amenities. 
Also included is the Blacklight 
Adventure Zone, comprising of 
adventure golf, climbing walls 
and high ropes.
Ensuring that this BIM Level 2 
multifaceted project got off 
to a speedy start required 

detailed collaboration with all 
disciplines for clash detection 
and problem solving. Each 
area brought different 
challenges for H.M. Electrics, 
and the company had to call 
on its extensive expertise on 
leisure projects. 
“With so many diverse areas 
under one roof, the use 
of BIM was essential in the 
coordination of the tight 

“We’re delighted with the final result and the 
positive feedback on the complex.”

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR
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WITH HIGH LEVELS OF EXPERTISE, H.M. ELECTRICS COMPLETES 
ONE OF THE COMPANY’S LARGEST LEISURE CONTRACTS AT 
ARDS BLAIR MAYNE WELLBEING AND LEISURE COMPLEX…
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service voids and routes,” 
explained Hugh Martin 
McAlary, BIM Coordinator.
H.M. Electrics was responsible 
for the entire electrical 
installation, including internal, 
external and emergency 
lighting and auto-test system 
installations, fire detection and 
refuge systems, security,
CCTV (internal  and external), 
PA and AV systems, and 
extensive mechanical wiring. 
Renewable energies such as 
a huge PV panel installation, 
electric vehicle charging and a 
wide-ranging data and
communications installation 
were included. The project also 

placed a number of additional 
demands on H.M. Electrics that 
required specialist solutions.
Declan McAlary, Operations 
Director, stated, “Due to the 
complexity of the project, 
with multi disciplines all 
under one roof, we had to 
set aside additional time 
at the procurement stages 
throughout the contract to 
ensure we could meet the 
client’s and contractor’s 
requirements within the 
timeframes provided. The 
efficient co-ordination of 
services and trades was 
essential to synchronise each 
space and task. This state- 

of-the art development is 
designed to last a lifetime 
with its technology advanced 
systems spanning the entire 
building.” 
He added, “This attention 
to detail reflects the passion 
and pride that H.M. Electrics 
takes in every project and 
demonstrates the company’s 
forward-thinking philosophy.”
This leisure facility is the largest 
H.M. Electrics has completed 
to date within the company’s 
ever-growing portfolio of 
leisure schemes which include, 
Omagh, Magherafelt, Antrim 
Forum, Cookstown, and 
Maghera.

H.M. Electrics Ltd, 95 Glen Road, Maghera, BT46 5JG 
T: 028 7964 2112 - E: enquiries@hmelectrics.com
www.hmelectrics.com
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Building Protection Systems 
(NI) Ltd delivered a 
turnkey fire and security 

package at the Ards Blair 
Mayne Wellbeing and Leisure 
Complex. 
In addition to the design, 
supply and commissioning of 
the fire and security systems it 
was instructed to undertake, 
the fire and security specialists 
also installed the entire system. 
The project didn’t require 
sounders on it and it was 
integrated with the overall 
PAVA system. Both of these 
aspects required high levels 
of co-ordination between BPS 
and electrical contractor, H.M. 
Electrics, and other third party 
systems, including PAVA, fire 
dampers, plant controls etc. 
“This is a superb project to be 
involved in,” explained Calvin 
Adams, Managing Director 
of BPS. “We are accustomed 
to coordinating with other 

contractors on projects of this 
size but this one offered a few 
unique challenges. 
“We have extensive industry 
experience and the hard work 
put in place at the planning 
stages of the project made 
sure everything ran smoothly 
when we arrived on site. 
It’s all about developing a 
partnership approach.” 
The variety of facilities 
incorporated into this 
landmark £30million complex 
added to the challenges 
faced by the team from BPS 
when it came to installing the 
security system. 
Clive Kinnear, Senior Manager 
at BPS, went on to explain, 
“BPS were also involved in 
two security main disciplines 
on the project – CCTV and 
intruder alarms. 
“For the intruder alarms, 
we installed both perimeter 
detection and movement 

detection throughout. With 
CCTV we had to deal with the 
challenge of so many different 
aspects of the complex 
and find solutions that best 
matched each location. 
“This included pan, tilt and 
zoom cameras in some areas 
and static CCTV in others, 
selected to provide video 
surveillance which best suited 
the application. We provided 
both internal and external 
solutions, including the car-park 
and outdoor play parks, all 
recorded onto local network 
video recorders.
With over 35 years’ experience, 
BPS has grown to become one 
of the largest independently-
owned specialist electronic fire 
and security services company 
headquartered in Northern 
Ireland, but now providing F&S 
solutions Northern Ireland, the 
UK mainland and the Republic 
of Ireland.

TURNKEY FIRE AND SECURITY SYSTEM THAT MEETS THE UNIQUE REQUIREMENTS 
OF THIS COMPLEX FACILITY…

Building Protection Systems (NI) Ltd
T: 028 9045 5111 – E: sales@bpsni.co.uk

www.bpsni.co.uk

FIRE AND SECURITY

CASE STUDY ARDS BLAIR MAYNE WELLBEING AND LEISURE COMPLEX
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Eclipse Controls , a Value 
Added Partner for 
Philips Dynalite lighting 

control, and supplier of 
Pharos Architectural Controls, 
provided a wide range of 
expert solutions for this project.
Through consultation, demos 
and strategic planning, Eclipse 
Controls designed a custom 
solution that conveys a 
welcoming and modern, look 
and feel to the new complex 
and is bespoke to the client’s 
needs. Throughout the project 
onsite support and relevant 
equipment was provided.
Using Philips Dynalite 
networked control system, 
Eclipse Controls provided 
system design, equipment 
supply, and onsite support 
to the electrical contractor, 
H.M. Electrics, and final 
commissioning and handover. 
This also included end-user 
training of a fully networked 
DALI lighting control system for 
the front of house, customer 
and external areas. The 
system is fully monitored 
by the Philips Dynalite 
System Manager building 

management software.
Installed in the back of house 
was Philips OccuSwitch 
DALI standalone control 
sensors. Pharos Touch Panel 
Controllers (TPC) were used 
as a cost-effective solution 
to provide custom designed 
user interfaces at various 
locations in the building. 
These touch screens were 
seamlessly integrated with 
the overall Dynalite system, 
providing one simple access 
method for all lighting control 
systems.
The Pharos Lighting Playback 
Controller (LPC) was 
integrated into the system 
to provide dynamic control 
of the RGB recessed lighting 
in the spin studio while still 
delivering full control of the 
white lighting from the Pharos 
TPC touchscreen controllers.
For the swimming pool floods, 
Philips Coreline Tempo 
LED Large Swimming Pool 
Floods were installed. Eclipse 
provided the full design and 
supply of the lighting to all 
three of the pool halls. These 
luminaires were provided 

with a special swimming 
pool protection to prevent 
against corrosion in this harsh 
environment.
Philips Vaya Freeform was 
used for the backlit panels 
in the spa area, providing 
flexibility and IP66 rating 
credentials. Following a 
demo for the luminous 
textile system, the design 
team chose to install two 
interactive Philips Luminous 
Textiles panels to achieve 
a unique feature for the 
reception and the heated 
lounge area in the spa.
The Spin Studio lamps were 
fitted with Philips Color 
Kinetics MR16 RGB to provide 
dynamic, colour change 
lighting that is integrated into 
the overall system using the 
Pharos PC.
A custom-built Lightnet 
Matric linear luminaire was 
designed and supplied to the 
underside of the feature stairs 
in the main atrium and a 
ProLED M Line Profile and LED 
flex strip for the hand rails on 
the feature stairs in the main 
atrium of the building.

LIGHTING CONTROL AT ITS BEST FROM THE TEAM AT ECLIPSE CONTROLS... 

Eclipse Controls, Unit 4, Carrigaline Industrial Estate, Crosshaven Road, 
Carrigaline, Co. Cork. T: 00353 (0)21 2355714 – E: info@eclipsecontrols.ie
www.eclipsecontrols.ie

LIGHTING CONTROLS
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were on full display.
The company was tasked with 
delivering the lighting solutions 
that met the requirements 
of the general areas of the 
new complex as well as in the 
changing rooms and gym. 
“The focus was on 
matching the aesthetics 
with performance, which 
is generally not an issue for 
us, but on this project, we 
ran into a few challenges,” 
explained Neil McKnight, NMK 
Engineering. “The consultant 
wanted the lighting from the 
general areas to match that 
in the changing room but, as 
these areas require specialist 
lighting to protect them from 
corrosion caused by chlorine 

vapours, we had to go back to 
the drawing board.
“We worked closely with 
our manufacturing partners, 
Fagerhult, and had the fittings 
Nano coated to offer the 
necessary protection. It is a 
clear finish that is not visible to 
the naked eye and it also has 
no effect on the performance 
of the light.”
The success of the project has 
also offered new opportunities. 
“In the past we have worked 
on many different projects, 
but chlorinated environments 
generally cause problems 
with lighting.  To now have a 
viable solution to this problem 
is a great asset to our offering 
going forward.”

NMK Engineering 
takes pride in the 
company’s ability to 

listen, input ideas and find the 
most effective and efficient 
solutions, and at Ards Blair 
Mayne Wellbeing and Leisure 
Complex all these attributes 

THE SOLUTION ORIENTATED APPROACH OF NMK ENGINEERING IS PERFECT 
FOR THIS PROJECT…

T: 028 9048 0562
E: info@nmkengineering.co.uk
www.nmkengineering.co.uk 

LIGHTING SUPPLIER
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Audio Visual (AV)
communication 
specialist, MGA 

Communication Ltd, matched 
the scale and co-ordination 
challenges of Ards Blair Mayne 
Wellbeing and Leisure Complex 
with a tailored solution that 
reflects the company’s 
attention to detail.
The company provided a 
variety of different products, 
ranging from the public address 
/ voice alarm, video wall, digital 
signage, IPTV, IP-infrastructure, 
induction loop, refuge alarm, 
pool alarms and assisted call 
systems.  The PAVA system 
was particularly challenging, 
with the main PAVA system 
consisting of 30 plus zones with 
approximately 12 distributed 
sound racks throughout the 
different rooms.
The new landmark centre 
incorporates a variety of 
different facilities and the scale 
of the project matched with 
the high levels of co-ordination 
required with other contractors 
made it a challenge, but 
not one that fazed the MGA 

Communication team.
“We have worked on many 
leisure centres in the past and 
while Ards was quite unique 
none of the challenges put 
before us offered us any real 
difficulties,” explained Aaron 
McKeown, Managing Director.
As recognised AV experts, the 
team at MGA Communication 
Ltd has worked on many 
prestigious projects across a 
wide range of sectors, not just in 
Northern Ireland but also across 
the UK and Ireland. 
The scope of the company’s 
business is the supply, 
installation and commissioning 
of audio visual and 
communication systems, 
providing sales and technical 
support during the life cycle 
of the system(s) provided. This 
includes the design, delivery 
and management of both 
private and public sector 
projects. 
Established in 1994, the 
company comprises a team 
of highly competent, trained 
and dedicated professionals, 
technical field staff and office 

support personnel, working 
together to provide top quality 
solutions for the company’s 
many customers. 

SPECIALIST SYSTEMS FROM THE EXPERTS AT MGA COMMUNICATION LTD…

MGA Communication Ltd,  55 Antrim Road, Ballynahinch, BT24 8AN 
T: 0044 (0)28 9756 5614  - E: enquiries@mgacom.co.uk 
www.mgacom.co.uk

BESPOKE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

MGA Communication 
Ltd specialises in the 
design, installation and 
maintenance of various 
communication, security 
and DDA compliant systems 
throughout the UK and 
Ireland, including:
•	 Public	address	/		 	
 voice alarm & sound   
 reinforcement systems
•	 Audio	Visual	(AV)	systems
•	 Nurse-patient	call,		 	
 disabled toilet and refuge 
 alarm system
•	 TV-satellite	IRS	and	IP-TV		
 systems
•	 CCTV	systems
•	 Access	control	systems	
•	 Door	access	systems
•	 Structured	cabling		 	
 systems
•	 Wi-Fi	solutions
•	 Induction	loop	systems

Complete service
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Across the UK and Ireland, there 
is a litany of small, medium and 
large projects that have run 

into delay or experienced significant 
disruption due to endemic supply 
chain weaknesses in the construction 
industry - weaknesses that are often 
costly in terms of financial loss and 
reputational damage. 
The input usually determines the 
outcome of any project, i.e., “You get 
out what you put in”. The acronym 
GIGO (Garbage In, Garbage Out) is 
used in the computer science world 
to remind programmers of the likely 
and negative impacts that flow from 
poorly conceived inputs. If we change 
the GIGO acronym to QIQO (Quality 
In, Quality Out) to dignify the position 
of people over IT programmes, then 
we can use the same concept for the 
construction industry. 
Most responsible buyers accept 
the principle of QIQO, so it follows 
that greater attention should be 
given to determining the (electrical) 
competency and composition of 
a contractor’s direct and indirect 
workforce, before their input to the 
project. 

WORKER COMPETENCY 
One area that modern procurement 
of building services often fails to 
make adequate provision for is 
the specification and monitoring 
of individual worker competency. 
Given that most of the installation 
of containment, cables, plant, 
equipment, lights, and accessories 
are carried out by people, it seems 
remarkable that little is said about 
the precise occupational identity, 
definition, and competency of the 
appointed electrical subcontractor’s 
workforce. 
It is important to remember that 
evidence of ascertaining, monitoring 
and auditing individual and workforce 
competency on a project is essential 

IT’S TIME FOR A UK & IRELAND ELECTRICAL 
LICENCE TO PRACTISE, ACCORDING TO 
CHARLOTTE BAMBER, SYSTEMS & COMPLIANCE 
DIRECTOR AT SPARKSAFE LTP...

BETTER 
accountability
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We think the industry should be 
responsible for the automatic, 
up-front, online disclosure of the 
occupational identity and electrical 
competency of project workers 
before and during the delivery of 
site activities. 
The SparkSafe Licence to Practise 
system has been designed and is 
currently achieving these outcomes 
on one billion pounds plus worth of 
UK construction projects. 

to a good defence when things 
go wrong. Failure to determine, 
monitor and audit individual and 
workforce electrical competency is 
a long-standing blind spot for many 
construction industry clients.
This fault gives rise to unintended 
consequences on the client’s side, 
e.g., the use of underqualified 
workers impedes apprenticeship 
recruitment and increases the 
reliance on one or two go-to 
qualified workers. Quality of work, 
safety, functionality and whole life 
cost expectations are undermined 
when electrical QIQO principles are 
ignored or overlooked.
The construction industry does 
not presently serve responsible 
clients well in terms of being able 
to track and manage individual 
worker competency. The principal 
reason for the condition can be 
linked to the breakdown and 
absence of effective control and 
accountability measures on the 
industry’s side. Clients of the industry 
have traditionally been offered a 
system based on the presentation 
of a plastic card which often 
requires them to undertake an 
administratively burdensome, one 
person at a time, online checking 
procedure.
The UK and Irish Governments 
spend immense sums of public 
money on electrical installation 
work in healthcare, infrastructure 
and other departmental 
construction projects that, in many 
cases, are not carried out by 
qualified electrical workers. 
Some clients have become 
acclimatised to sponsoring the 
service of electrical sub-contractors 
on a trust basis in terms of individual 
worker competency. By doing so, 
clients are choosing to believe 
and accept that the workers of an 
appointed contractor’s workforce 

are appropriately qualified to carry 
out electrical work on their project.
Some control is afforded by project 
and contract management 
procedures and use of the existing 
regularity control measures. 
However, these resources often lack 
precision and tend to become an 
administrative box-ticking exercise 
when assessing and monitoring 
the electrical competency of a 
contractor’s workforce. 

CLIENTS DESERVE BETTER 
Too many unqualified, 
underqualified and self-designated 
electrical workers have entered 
the supply chain, breaking the 
traditional virtuous loop of industry 
apprenticeship training. 
Responsible clients of the 
construction industry need a 
modern, fit-for-purpose resource 
that helps them answer the big 
questions when it comes to a claim, 
investigation or public inquiry.
Qualified and competent workers 
are the UK and Irish electrical 
industry’s best asset. However, 
these workers are often displaced 
by parts of the industry that have 
become reliant on unregulated 
and extended labour supply chains. 

SparkSafe Licence to Practise - Registered Charity: NIC101034
T: (NI/RoI) 0044 (0)28 2566 6835 - E: enquiries@sparksafeltp.co.uk
www.sparksafeltp.co.uk

“Do you have an effective 
system in place that evaluates, 
monitors and audits the 
competency of workers on your 
project?” 

“How would you defend yourself 
in court for using unqualified 
electrical workers on your 
construction project?”

Questions for Clients

Perhaps it’s time to learn more 
about mitigating risks and 
improving control measures over 
those who are responsible for 
carrying out electrical work on 
your projects.
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circuit, giving your customers access 
to the full benefits of Aurora’s AOne 
Smart Lighting Platform. Lighting 
can be controlled on and off site 
and scheduled using the AOne App 
on mobile devices allowing you to 
futureproof your installation.
T: Des Duignan on 00353 8342 
06847/00353 1 696 8028
E: des.duignan@auroralighting.com
W: www.auroralighting.com

Enlite’s TF6060™Pro LED 
troffer has been designed 
to provide high quality, low 

glare LED lighting with a minimalist, 
contemporary design.
Its unique, edge lit design uses 
the same lighting principles as 
standard LED panels, combined 
with a specially engineered optic 
to distribute the light completely 
evenly across the diffuser, 
eliminating shadowing at the edges.
This seemingly simple panel is able 
to replicate the appearance of 
traditional direct/indirect luminaires 
with high reliability and exceptional 
value for money. A high quality light 
guide ensures complete uniformity 
across the opal polycarbonate 

diffuser and exceptional 100lm/W 
efficiency, producing 3000lm from 
just 30W. It significantly reduces 
glare and enhances visual comfort 
and is ideal for a wide range of 
commercial applications, including 
schools and offices. 
It can easily achieve 400 lux, 
excellent uniformity and UGR <19, 
using the same spacing as standard 
LED panels. It is the logical way 
to enhance the appearance of 
any office, while still providing and 
excellent ROI. You can also ‘Make 
Smart’ using Aurora’s AOne™ 
Control Inline Dimmer or on/off 
Relay, powered by Gooee. It is a 
very simple install and allows for 
complete control over all lights in a 

ENLITE INTRODUCES THE TF6060™PRO…

Light years ahead of 
the competition
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•		 MCC	Boards
•		 Form	2	&	4	Distribution	
 Boards
•		 Variable	Speed	Drives	
•		 PLC	Control
•		 Multi-metering	
 Cabinets
•		 Energy	Measurement
•		 Power	Factor	
 Correction
•		 Plus	much	more

MANUFACTURERS & 
SUPPLIERS OF:

• NO OBLIGATION QUOTATION • FREE DELIVERY
Unit	2A	Milltown	Business	Park,	Co	Monaghan
T:	00353	47	72265		-		E:	info@troypanels.com

www.troypanels.com
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n DANLERS’ 
new range 
of ‘Casambi-
enabled’ 
occupancy 
detectors 
use Bluetooth 
low energy 
communication 
to control 
lighting without 
the need for any wiring between the controls and 
the luminaires. 
Any number of Casambi-enabled luminaires and 
controls in a building will automatically form a 
mesh network, and the Casambi app can be used 
to quickly and simply set up any required control 
system. This has major advantages in cost, ease of 
installation and flexibility. 
Casambi networks are both reliable and secure, and 
devices can be added or taken away at any time. 
They can also be integrated with existing DALI or 
1-10VDC systems.
www.danlers.co.uk

n Last year  brought a 
cavalcade of sensationalist 
headlines describing the 
‘Meltdowns’ and ‘Litany of 
Failures’ of IT systems in the 
banking sector. Now turn the 
spotlight onto your company 
and think of your customers’ 
reaction if your IT network 
goes down. To ensure your IT network can withstand 
the increasing demand, it’s wise to undertake 
both a regular appraisal of your equipment and, 
a review of the environment in which it operates. 
Maintaining a protective environment for your IT 
equipment is crucial as it can reduce the probability 
of unexpected downtime. What’s more, if the right 
systems are in place, it can detect potential issues 
before they arise. Rittal’s engineers are here to offer 
support. They have vast experience of managing 
high-profile projects in numerous industry sectors, 
around the world. Their expertise will ensure that 
mean time between failure increases, keeping your 
business online for longer and running smoothly.
www.rittal.co.uk or email klycett@rittal.co.uk

MAGICAD CLOUD PREMIUM ENABLES MEP 
DESIGNERS TO TAKE FULL ADVANTAGE OF BIM

STANLEY SECURITY LAUNCHES UK-WIDE DEALER 
PROGRAMME

n MagiCAD 
Group has 
launched 
MagiCAD 
Cloud 
Premium, a 
new online 
service for MEP 
designers and 
BIM managers 
using BIM objects in native Autodesk Revit projects. 
With MagiCAD Cloud Premium, users have up to 
70%* of the BIM objects in the MagiCAD Cloud library 
available for direct product inserts into Revit projects. 
The service also offers tools for managing, sharing 
and using BIM object collections online.
MagiCAD Cloud is the world’s largest library of 
manufacturer-verified BIM objects for MEP design, 
with over 1 million objects from 270 manufacturers. 
It is a full-scale online BIM platform that provides 
MEP designers with manufacturer-specific online 
product selection and configuration tools, as well as 
advanced MEP-specific product search functions.
www.magicad.com

n STANLEY Security, has 
launched a new Dealer 
Programme aimed at 
independent installers 
looking to expand their 
businesses without the 
risks associated with rapid 
growth.
The new STANLEY Security Dealer Programme 
provides installers with the considerable competitive 
benefits that come from being associated with a 
major global brand, backed up by national security 
infrastructure and expertise, whilst maintaining 
their independence. The Programme will enable 
partners to capture new growth opportunities in 
both commercial and residential security by helping 
them stand out in a competitive market place and 
by providing their customers with a wider range of 
security solutions and services than would usually be 
possible for a smaller, regional company.  
These security solutions include an array of products 
and systems for both home and business security that 
have been heavily invested in by STANLEY Security.  
www.stanleysecurity.co.uk 

BLUETOOTH NETWORK CONTROLS

THE IMPACT OF IT DOWNTIME



SEE VENTILUX.COM
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Ventilux designs, manufactures and offers an extensive range of safety system 

products and services, including the design, commissioning, service and 

maintenance of emergency lighting, central battery systems, and luminaire 

conversion equipment. 

Founded in 1986, Ventilux has since grown steadily to become one of the 

largest independent emergency lighting manufacturers in Europe and the 

Middle East. 

The company’s Head Office in Bray, Co. Wicklow, Ireland, is the centre of the 

Ventilux operation, with over 35,000sqft of state-of-the-art production facilities, 

research and development laboratories, in house training centre and global 

distribution warehouse. Liverpool is the UK base for distribution, sales order 

processing and in-house conversions.

NORTHERN IRELAND 
SALES
Tyrone Campbell, 
T: 07715 213 991
E: tyrone@ventilux.ie

BOTH PRODUCTS CAN BE USED WITH DALI AND N5XP SYSTEMS

OPTILENS SURFACE MOUNT

THE OPTILENS SURFACE MOUNT UTILISES THE LATEST 
LENS DEVELOPMENT TO PROVIDE MARKET LEADING 
UNIFORM LIGHT DISTRIBUTION FOR BOTH ESCAPE 
ROUTE AND OPEN AREA EMERGENCY LIGHTING 
APPLICATIONS.

 SPECIFICATION 
•		Small	discreet	surface	mounted	luminaire.	
•		Easy	to	install	and	maintain.	
•		First	fix	fitting.	
•		Supplied	with	both	escape	route	&	open	
 plan lens. 
•		6	year	warranty	(N5XP)	&	3	year	(DALI)	including		
 battery.

SEE VENTILUX WEBSITE FOR SPACING TABLE OPTIONS

MULTILUX BLADE

THE MULTILUX BLADE IS AN EASY TO INSTALL, 
UNOBTRUSIVE AND AESTHETICALLY PLEASING PANEL 
EDGE LIT EXIT SIGN PRODUCT FITTED WITH A LED 
LAMP SOURCE. 

SPECIFICATION 
•		Single/double	sided,	wall,	ceiling	mounted,	&		 	
 recessed hanging panel IP40 EXIT luminaire. 
•		Supplied	with	ISO	legend	kit	for	flexibility	on	site.		
 (01,02,03 & 04). 
•		Built-in	down	lighter	(60	Lumens).	
•		Standard	1000	mm	suspension	distance.	
•		6	year	warranty	(N5XP)	&	3	year	(DALI)	including		
 battery.

IRELAND IDA Business Park, Southern Cross Road, Bray, Co.Wicklow, 
A98 T276. T: +353 (0) 1 214 8800, E: sales@ventilux.ie 

UK Arbour Court, Arbour Lane, Knowsley, Liverpool 
L33 7XE. T: +44 (0) 151-5464155 E: sales@ventilux.co.uk
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lighting designs. The company can 
also offer a pre-design walk on 
site (if required). The client would 
be provided with a Dialux report 
which enables them to get a clear 
indication of various light intensity 
and Lux level requirements. The 
designs are modelled in Dialux 
platform (2D & 3D) and then 
regenerated in Auto CAD (2D). 
The team also makes sure all 
designs for projects across the 
world meet the required standards, 
including Irish Standards (NSAI-
I.S 3217.2013 + A1:2017), British 
Standards (BS 5266); Qatar 
Civil Defence (QCD)l; and UAE 
Standards (NFPA 101).
Ventilux engineers have completed 
the QQI Level 6 certificate training 
in Emergency Lighting Design and 
Commissioning while Ventilux has 
the ability to project manage small, 
medium and large projects from 
design phase, to commissioning 
and handover. 
The expertise of the company’s 
specialist engineers provide 
technical assistance at all times to 
ensure complete peace of mind.
T: (RoI) 01 214 8800 or (NI) Tyrone 
Campbell on 07715 213991
E: (RoI) sales@ventilux.ie or (NI) 
tyrone@ventilux.ie
www.ventilux.com

Ventilux has delivered 
emergency lighting solutions 
that provide considerable 

costs savings against ever-growing 
maintenance costs for a major 
social media company in Dublin 
as well as a leading shopping and 
entertainment complex.
At the LinkedIn offices in Dublin, 
Ventilux supplied a DALI-controlled 
intelligent addressable emergency 
lighting testing solution while at 
Liverpool One, the company 
supplied a NETCOM5 XP intelligent 
addressable emergency lighting 
testing solution. 
Both systems allow the system to be 
supervised, tested and monitored 
from a central location, meaning 
the maintenance engineer does 
not need to physically/visually 
check all emergency luminaires 
on a weekly basis, as is currently 
required under EN50172 legislation. 
The also allow the site to be tested 
in non-working hours, hence less 
disruption to the work environment. 
The DALI system at LinkedIn offers 
a modular design that allows both 
small and large installations to be 
competitively specified while an 
Open Protocol means that other 
DALI emergency lighting products 
to be used on the system. 
The Netcom 5 XP system at 

Liverpool One operates on 
a Master-Slave protocol. The 
Control Panel is the Master which 
controls, monitors and reports on 
the complete emergency lighting 
installation. The Control Modules 
are secondary masters linked to the 
central Control Panel via Ethernet 
Hubs and provide an Ethernet/CAN 
gateway to the Nodes.

LIGHTING DESIGN SERVICE
The solutions at LinkedIn and at 
Liverpool One were created by the 
Engineering Design Department at 
Ventilux.
The company prides itself on the 
flexibility of solutions offered by 
a department that consists of 
technically expert engineers who 
are all highly trained graduates 
dedicated to developing cost 
effective emergency lighting 
designs. 
In order to achieve the best results, 
Ventilux utilises state-of-the-art 
design software platforms like CAD/
Dialux/Relux to provide efficient 

THE LIGHTING DESIGN SERVICE BY THE EMERGENCY LIGHTING SPECIALISTS OFFERS COST 
SAVINGS ON MAINTENANCE COSTS…

Ventilux has the right solutions for 
LinkedIn and Liverpool One
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city electrical factors 

SLIGO  Unit 9&10 Duncans Island, Finisklin, Co Sligo. 
 T: (071) 9151820
DUBLIN 94-96 Middle Abbey Street, Dublin 1.
 T: 01 8788180
LETTERKENNY Unit 2, Kiltoy, Letterkenny, Co Donegal. 
 T: (074) 9106100
CASTLEBAR Unit 10 Castlebar Business Park, Breaffy Road,  
 Castlebar, Co Mayo. T: (094) 9027196 
FINGLAS Unit 25 Northpark, North Road, Dublin 11. 
 T: (01) 8239000
MULLINGAR Unit 12A Clonmore, Mullingar Buisness Park,  
 Mullingar, Co Westmeath. T: (044) 9385515
NAAS Unit F3, N7 Business Park Naas, Co Kildare. 
 T: (045) 4898099
RED COW Unit B1, JFK Trading Centre, John F Kennedy Rd,  
 Dublin 12. T: (014) 242042
DUNDALK Unit 3, Butterly Business Park, Coes Rd, Dundalk, 
 Co Louth. T: (042) 9327305
CORK  Units 8&9 Lehenaghbeg, Forge Hill Cross,  
 Togher, Cork. T: (021) 4321820
WATERFORD Unit 10E, Six Crossroads Business Park,  
 Waterford. T: (051) 372825
LIMERICK Unit K1, East Way Business Park, Ballysimon, 
 Limerick. T: (061) 423310
TRALEE Units 5,6 Westside, Monavally Industrial Estate,
 Tralee, Co Kerry. T: (066) 7103955

Beacon
F I R E  &  S E C U R I T Y  ( N I )  L I M I T E D

Beacon

TOTAL 
SOLUTIONSSOLUTIONS

BEACON FIRE & SECURITY 
(NI) LIMITED

15 The Crescent Business 
Park, Ballinderry Road, Lisburn, 

County Antrim, BT28 2GN

T: NI - 028 9267 6622
RoI: 048 9267 6622 

E: info:beacon-ni.co.uk
www.beacon-ni.co.uk

ALWAYS PUTTING 
ELECTRICAL 

CONTRACTORS FIRST

l CCTV
l INTRUDER ALARMS
l INTERCOM
l FIRE DETECTION
l NURSE CALL SYSTEMS
l ACCESS CONTROL
l DOOR ENTRY
l SMOKE CLOAK
l MONITORING SERVICE
l WARDEN CALL
l FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

FIRE & SECURITY
Full suite of fire &
security protection solutions

ENERGY
Energy management &
renewable energy solutions

AUDIO VISUAL
Audio and visual 
Technology Systems

ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY
Systems designed to make
living independent easier

Protecting
Sustaining
Connecting
Maintaining
Your World

atlasworld.co.uk
028 9039 1000

www.bmelectricalwholesale.co.uk

HEAD OFFICE & BRANCH
Ballycastle Road Industrial Estate,

Ballycastle Road, Coleraine 
T: +44 (0)28 7032 0888
F: +44 (0)28 7032 0770

BRANCHES
 Pennybridge Industrial Estate, Ballymena

T: +44 (0)28 2565 4000
F: +44 (0)28  2565 5000

Unit B2 Balliniska Business Park,
Balliniska Road,Derry 

T: +44 (0)28 7136 8822
F: +44 (0)28 7136 8833

sales@bmelectricalwholesale.co.uk

YOUR LOCAL INDEPENDANT 
ELECTRICAL WHOLESALER

Wholesaler Category 
Best Family/Independent

WINNER
Electrical Magazine’s

Reader’s Poll

QUALITY PRODUCTS 
COMPETITIVE PRICES 

EXCELLENT DELIVERY SERVICE

Unit 4, Campbells Yard, Belfast Road, 
Newry BT34 1QH
T: +44 (0)28 3083 4050
E: newrysales@centuryelectrical.co.uk
Sat: 9.00am - 12.00pm

NEWRY

207 City Business Park, Dunmurry, 
Belfast BT17 9HY
T: +44 (0)28 9061 8666
E: belfastsales@centuryelectrical.co.uk
Sat: 9.00am - 12.00pm

BELFAST DUNMURRY

Unit B1 Portview Trade Centre, 
310 Newtownards Road, Belfast, BT4 1HE
T:+44 (0)28 9045 1056
E: belfasteast@centuryelectrical.co.uk
Sat: 9.00am - 12.00pm

BELFAST EAST

Unit 3, Coastal Warehouse
83 Dargan Road, Belfast BT3 9JU
T:+44 (0)28 9077 1950
E: bns@centuryelectrical.co.uk

BELFAST NORTH

Sandholes Road, Kilcronagh Business Park, 
Cookstown BT80 9HG
T: +44 (0)28 8676 2626
E: cookstownsales@centuryelectrical.co.uk
Sat: 9.00am - 12.00pm

COOKSTOWN

ENNISKILLEN
Killyhevlin Industrial Estate, Enniskillen, 
Co. Fermanagh BT74 4EJ.
T: +44 (0)28 6632 6555
E: enniskillensales@centuryelectrical.co.uk

COLERAINE
31 Ardreagh Road, Coleraine BT51 4DN
T: +44 (0)28 7086 8305
E: info@srkequipment.com
E: coleraine@centuryelectrical.co.uk
Sat: 9.00am - 12.00pm

LISBURN
1b Altona Industrial Estate, Altona Road,
Lisburn BT27 5QB
T: +44 (0)28 9260 5455
E: lisburn@centuryelectrical.co.uk
Sat: 9.00am - 12.00pm

www.centuryelectrical.co.uk

NORTHERN IRELAND’S
LEADING SUPPLIERS TO THE ELECTRICAL 

TRADE NOW LOCATED AT:

OPENING HOURS:
Mon - Fri 8.00am - 5.00pm
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www.demesne.ie

• Dublin Branch
 +353 (0)1 404 7700

• Cork Branch
 +353 (0)21 435 5440

• Tyrone Branch
 +44 (0)28 8772 5033

• Belfast Branch
 +44 (0)28 9075 6808

• Luton Branch: +44 (0)1582 848402

www.eurosales.ie

www.eurosales.ie

HEAD OFFICE
EURO SALES - RINGSEND
9 Fitzwilliam Street, Ringsend, Dublin 4. 
Tel: 01-6680477 - Fax: 01-6680854
E-Mail: info@eurosales.ie

BRANCHES AT
EURO SALES - SANDYFORD
Unit 1G, Block 2. Three Rock Road, 
Sandyford Industrial Estate, Dublin 18. 
Tel: 01-2959611 - Fax: 01-2959613
E-Mail: sandyford@eurosales.ie

EURO SALES - GLASNEVIN
100 Slaney Road, 
Dublin Industrial Estate, Dublin 11. 
Tel: 01-8300937 - Fax: 01-8300966 
E-Mail: slaney@eurosales.ie

CONTACT THE LIGHTING 
DEPARTMENT DIRECT 
Tel: 01-8500668 - Fax: 01-8300911
E-Mail: lamps@eurosales.ie

the one-stop-shop for 
the electrical trade

EST 1972

Opening Hours: Mon-Thurs 7.30am - 5.30pm
Fri 7.30am - 4.30pm - Sat 8.30am - 12 noon

www.eweni.co.uk

MALLUSK BRANCH
Unit 5, Antrim Line Business Park, 

Sentry Lane, Mallusk, 
Newtownabbey, Co Antrim BT36 4XX

Tel: +44 (0)28 9083 0303 - Fax: +44 (0)28 9083 0306 
Email: mallusk@eweni.co.uk

MAGHERAFELT BRANCH
Unit 1b, Loves Hill, Castledawson Road, 

Magherafelt BT45 8DP
Tel: +44 (0)28 7946 9600 - Fax: +44 (0)28 9746 9699

Email: magherafelt@eweni.co.uk

NEWTOWNARDS BRANCH
Unit 4 Scrabo Business Park, Jubilee Road, 

Newtownards, BT23 4ZP
Tel: +44 (0)28 9180 0981
Email: ards@eweni.co.uk

AWARD WINNING 
ELECTRICAL WHOLESALER

SUPPLIERS OF:

SUPPLIERS OF ELECTRICAL 
CONTRACTING MATERIALS TO 

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS, LOCAL 
AUTHORITIES, FACTORIES ETC

Email: info@cableandaccessories.co.uk
www.cableandaccessories.co.uk

HEAD OFFICE...

DISTRIBUTORS OF: 
• Thorn Lighting • Hager Switchgear • MK Accessories 
• Gewiss • Click • Avo • Unitrunk • Pirelli Cables
• ESP Fire Alarms & Emergency Lighting 
• GE Lamps & Tubes • ROBUS • Crabtree 
• ATC • Dimplex, Redring etc

Balliniska Business Park, 
Springtown Industrial Estate, Londonderry. 
T: +44 (0)28 7136 0110 - F: +44 (0)28 7126 3796

n  BUNCRANA Unit 4A Milltown Business Park, Buncrana

 Tel: +353 (0)74 9322569 - Fax: +353 (0)74 9321771

n  OMAGH 53 Derry Road, Omagh

 Tel: +44 (0)28 8225 2642 - Fax: +44 (0)28 8225 2645

n  LIMAVADY 16 Connell Street, Limavady

 Tel: +44 (0)28 7772 2188 - Fax: +44 (0)28 7776 8991

n  DERRY Maydown Works, Derry

 Tel: +44 (0)28 7186 0834 - Fax: +44 (0)28 7186 0834

n  LETTERKENNY Fiesta Port Road, Letterkenny

 Tel: +353 (0)749126788 - Fax: +353 (0)749126539

EVOline Ireland

EVOline Ireland
Ph: 0834088579
Email:
sales@evoline.ie
Web:
www.evoline.ie

ELECTRICAL WHOLESALE
DUNGANNON

DUNGANNON ELECTRICAL 
WHOLESALE

199 Killyman Road, Dungannon, BT71 6RR
Telephone: +44 (0)28 87729787  

Fax: +44 (0)28 87752166
www.dungannonelectrical.co.uk

Serving the Electrical Industry

www.dungannonelectrical.co.uk

Serving the 
Electrical 
Industry

WIDE RANGE 
OF ITEMS IN 
STOCK

(SEE	WEBSITE	FOR	DETAILS)

SAME DAY 
DELIVERY
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SPECIALISTS IN:
CABLE

LED	LIGHTING
WIRING	ACCESSORIES
EV	CAR	CHARGERS

SOLAR	PHOTOVOLTAIC	(PV)	&	ACCESSORIES

OFFERING TURNKEY SERVICES:
IN-HOUSE	LIGHTING	DESIGN	TEAM
ENERGY	EFFICIENT	SOLUTIONS
DATA	&	COMMUNICATIONS

www.kellihers.com

THE COMPLETE ELECTRICAL WHOLESALER

BRANCH ADDRESS BRANCH MANAGERS PHONE
Ballymount	 M50	Business	Park,	Ballymount	Road	Upper,	Dublin	12	 Alan	O’Donoghue	 01	4566717
Sandyford	 Unit	E3,	Three	Rock	Road,	Sandyford	Industrial	Estate,	Dublin	18	 Wayne	Murphy	 01	2952011
Croke	Park	 Unit	G2	Croke	Park	Industrial	Estate,	Russell	Street,	Dublin	1	 Dominick	Fitzpatrick	 01	8554704
Finglas	 Unit	27,	North	Park,	North	Road,	Finglas,	Dublin	11	 Derek	Wright	 01	8041160
Naas		 Unit	A1,	Toughers	Industrial	Estate,	Newhall,	Naas,	Kildare		 Ger	O’Reilly	 045	447860
Portlaoise	 Clonminam	Industrial	Estate,	Portlaoise,	Laois		 Niall	Keogh	 057	8664660
Dundalk	 Ard	Easmuinn	Road,	Dundalk,	Louth	 Ger	Craven	 042	9327854
Bray	 Unit	A3	Old	Court	Industrial	Estate,	Boghall	Road,	Bray	 Derek	Martin	 01	2042670
Kilkenny	 Unit	11A,	Loughboy	Industrial	Estate,	Kilkenny		 Tom	Kelly	 056	7750410
Waterford	 Tramore	Road,	Waterford	 Brian	Coughlan	 051	377755
Tramore	Road	 Tramore	Road,	Cork		 Ed	Mortell	 021	4704100
Eastgate	 Units	31-32	East	Gate	Drive,	Eastgate,	Little	Island,	Cork		 David	Welch	 021	4296240
Mallow	Road	 North	Point	Business	Park,	Mallow	Road,	Cork		 Stewart	Dennehy	 021	4932300
Tralee	 Ballymullen,	Tralee,	Kerry		 Ian	Bourke	 066	7145300
Killarney	 Ross	Road,	Killarney,	Kerry		 Jack	O’Sullivan	 064	6633985
Limerick	 Dock	Road,	Limerick	 Pat	Murphy	 061	417442
Ennis	 Unit	9	Quinn	Road	Business	Park,	Ennis,	Clare		 Mick	O’Neill	 065	6844233
Galway		 Sean	Mulvoy	Road,	Galway		 Mike	Devine	 091	745300
Castlebar	 Castlebar	Industrial	Estate,	Castlebar,	Mayo	 Pat	Lowther	&	Eddie	Rowland	 094	9023650
Ballina		 Unit	7	Moyvalley	Business	Park,	Ballina,	Mayo		 Frank	Carroll	 096	60420
Sligo	 Finisklin	Industrial	Estate,	Sligo		 Padraig	Doyle	 071	9145068
Athlone		 Unit	3	Daneswell	Business	Park,	Monksland,	Athlone		 Michael	McGrath		 090	6494681

ALL TYPES OF ELECTRICAL CABLE
WANTED NOW
• Industrial • Commerical • Domestic

• Any Condition • Obsolete Stock • Complete Clear out

WILL COLLECT IF REQUIRED

Tel: 00353 87 768 4333	-	Mulitmetals	Recycling	Ltd,	The	Murrough,	Bollarney,	Wicklow

IMMEDIATE PAYMENT 
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FAIRLEY & SMYTH
ElEctrical WholEsalErs ltd

Suppliers of:-
Cables, Heating, Lighting, Fans,

Switchgear, Showers, Decorative 
Wiring Accessories etc

 Tel: +44 (0)28 9077 5888
Fax: +44 (0)28 9077 2100

FOR	A	FRIENDLY	&	RELIABLE
SERVICE

Unit	7,	Duncrue	Crescent,	Duncrue	Ind	Est,	
Belfast BT3 9BW

Email:	sales@fairleysmyth.co.uk

Northern Ireland’s Leading 
Independent Electrical Wholesaler

“Competitive Prices, First Class 
Service, Products and Staff”

T:+44 (0)28 9047 1727
www.kewelectrical.co.uk

KEW ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTORS LTD. 
 T/A Eds & Eds Ltd, 

385 Holywood Road, Belfast, BT4 2LS
T: +44 (0)28 9047 1727 • F: +44 (0)28 9047 1153

E: belfast@kewelectrical.co.uk

facebook.com/
kewelectrical

twitter.com/
edsandeds

• Ultra modern trade counter & lighting showroom
•  Next day delivery to anywhere in Northern Ireland

•  Same day delivery service
•  Call and collect service

•  Open Saturdays 9.00am – 12.30pm
•  Branches also in Mainland UK

•  Supplying the trade for over 100 years

40W, 60W, 100W AND 
150W INCANDESCENT 
LAMPS, CANDLES 
AND GOLFBALLS STILL 
AVAILABLE.

www.polarisled.com

FOR INFORMATION CONTACT US AT:
86-88 Dargan Crescent, Belfast.

T: +44 (0)28 9039 6945
F: +44 (0)191 4999626 - E: info@polarisled.com

MANUFACTURER OF LED LIGHTING
GREENER, BRIGHTER... BETTER!

LED
LIGHTING

www.polarisled.com

FLOODLIGHTS, 
GU10’S, PANELS, 

HIGHBAYS, LAMPS

86-88 Dargan Crescent, Belfast.
T: +44 (0)28 9039 6945
F: +44 (0)191 4999626 
E: info@polarisled.com

MANUFACTURER OF LED LIGHTING
GREENER, BRIGHTER... BETTER!

ALSO VISIT

www.mullingarelectrical.com

THE
LIGHTING

SHOWROOM

Mullingar Branch
30 Clonmore Business Park,
Mullingar, Co. Westmeath

T:+353 44 9343040 - F:+353 44 9343517
Email: sales@mullingarelectrical.com

Longford Electrical Wholesale
3 Cartronageeragh Business Park,

Athlone Road, Co. Longford
T:  +353 43 334 6380 - F: +353 43 3346 381

Email: longford@mullingarelectrical.com

Midland Electrical Wholesale
5 Sragh Business Park, Tullamore, Co. Offaly

T:+353 57 9351561 - F:+353 57 9323748
Email: tullamore@mullingarelectrical.com

North East Electrical Wholesale
11 North Link Business Park, Inner Relief Road, 

Dundalk, Co. Louth 
T:+353 42 9328472 - F:+353 42 9328784

1 Clonmore Business Park, Mullingar, Co. Westmeath, Ireland
T:+353 44 9343299 / 9341781 - F:+353 44 9341805

E: lighting@mullingareletrical.com 

Your local electrical wholesaler

SUPPLIERS OF:

PHILIPS	•	MK	•	CED	•	DIMPLEX	•	GE	
•	HKC	•	UTC	Fire	&	Security	•	ABB	•	ACT		

•		DRAKA

www.new.ie

HEAD OFFICE
Unit	46	Rosemount	Business	Park,	
Ballycoolin,	Dublin	11,	D11	K26W

T:	+353	(0)1-2541900	-	F:	+353	(0)1-2541925	
new@new.ie                          

BRAY BRANCH
Unit	48	Beechwood	Close,	Boghall	Road,	Bray

Co	Wicklow,	A98	K5D4
T:	+353	(0)1	2453970	-	F:	+353	(0)1	2116200

CORK BRANCH
Unit	16/17,	Northlink	Bus	Park,	
Old	Mallow	Road,	Cork,	T23	VY28	

T:	+353	(0)21-2432990	-	F:	+353	(0)21-4396966

NAAS BRANCH
Unit	B4	M7	Business	Park,	Newhall,	
Naas,	Co.	Kildare,	W91	F762

T:	+353	(0)45-895896	-	F:	+353	(0)45-895898		

BALLYMOUNT BRANCH
Unit	3B	Sunbury	Ind.	Est.	Ballymount	Road,
Lower	Walkinstown,	Dublin	12,	D12	FY06
T:	+353	(0)1-4567100	-	F:	+353	(0)1-4566366

MARINO BRANCH
68	Malahide	Road,	Marino,	Dublin,	D03	CY67
T:	+353	(0)1-5631900	-	F:	+353	(0)1	8054834

CASTLEDERMOT BRANCH
18	Main	Street,	Castledermot,	Co	Kildare

T:	+353	(0)59-915-8060	-	F:	+353	(0)59-916-2591
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Specialist 
Distributor of Lamps 
and Control Gear to 

the Electrical 
Wholesale Trade

Unit 13, Duncrue Industrial Park, 
Belfast, BT3 9BP

T: +44 (0)28 9077 1506
E: belfast@stearn.co.uk
www.stearn.co.uk

YOUR ‘OTHER’ 
WAREHOUSE

PLUS 2 TO 6 CELL 
EMERGENCY BATTERY 
STICKS AND PACKS

DISTRIBUTORS OF:

58a Dargan Crescent
Belfast, BT3 9JP

T: +44 (0)28 9532 0506
F: +44 (0)28 9532 0606

E: sales@slg-belfast.co.uk

t: +44 (0)28 9034 2233  e: info@scanalarms.co.uk

www.scanalarms.co.uk

Electrical & Security 
Distributors Ltd

DUBLIN 11  

DUBLIN 12

www.rew.ie

follow 
us on

  Unit 17 & 18, Finglas Business Centre,
 Jamestown Road, 
 T: (01) 652 7036

 Unit 2, Red Cow Retail Centre,   
 Robinhood Road, Ballymount
 T: +353 (1) 464 2200
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